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FOREWORD

The need foiJ, competent administrators of vocational edut-
cation has long been recognized. the rapid expansion of voca-
tional education programs and increased student enrollments have
resulted in a need for increasing numbers of vocational adminis-
trtors at both the secondary and postsecondary levels. Preser-
vide and inservice administrators need to be well prepared for
the complex and unique skills required to successfully direct /
vocatiOnal programs.

The effective training ot local administrators has been
-hampered by the limited knowledge of the competencies needed
by local administrators and by the limited .availability of,
competency-based materials specifically'designed for the prepare-
tion'of vocational administrators. In response to this'pressing
need, the Occupational and Adult Education Branch of the U.S.
Office of Education, under provisions of part-c--Research of the
Vocational Education Amendthents of 1968, funded the National
Center for a scope of work entitled "Development of Competency-
Based Instructional Materials for Local Administrators of Voca-
tional Education" during the period 1975-77. ,That project had
two major objectives:

1. 'To conduct research to identify and nationally verify
the competencies considered, important to Alodal, admin-
istrators of vocational education.

2. To develop and-field test a series of prototypic
competency-based instructional packages 'ma a user's
guide. One hundred sixty-six (166) high priority
competencies were identified and six prototypic modules
and a user's guide were developed, field tested, and
revised. '

a

While six modules had been developed, many more were needed
to have competency-based materials that would address all the -

'important competencies that'had been identified and verified.
In September 1978 several states joined with the NationaI.Center
for Research in Vocational Education toform the Consortiub for
the Development of Professional.Materials for Vocational Edu-
cation. Thbse states were Illinois, Ohio, North Carolina,
New York, and Pennsylvania. The first five states- were joined
by Florida and Texas later in the first year. The first objec-
tive of the Consortium was to develop and field test additional
competency-based administrator modqles of which this is one.

'Several persons' contributed to the successful development
and field testing of this mOduLe.on managing t e purchase of
equipment, supplies, and insurance. -David R. reer, Graduate

11 t
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INTRODUCTION.

In these times of rising prices, dwindling'resources,-and
increasing taxpayers' scrutiny of how.their funds are spent, it
is more impo'rtant than ever that vocational education administra
tots spend money so as to obtain the best value for the least
cost. The ability, to do this is not just an art; it is a system-
atic approach that can be learned. Competency can be developed
ih this area through reading, thought, and .practice. /."

An institution can choose from several alternative ways to
,manage purchasing activities,, depending on the degree of cen-
tralization of purchasing authority desired,.' Regardless of the
system it uses, however, the institution needs to establish, and

'publish, a clear statement of purchasing policy. This policy
shopld then be supplemented4by'a complete set of specific proce-L,
dures. ConSequently, the learning experiences that follow will
eal extensively with not only the content of these pol.cies and

procedures, but alsothe steps you need to follow in establiShing
And. enforcing them.

, The process of purchasing (or procurement, as some persons
prefer. to name it) is one dflthe final steps in a sequence of
actions, all devoted to ensuring that public money is well spent.
The sequence beginswhen vocational educators, using advice from
citizens, develop objectives for their'institution's prograMs
and devise methods' to attain these objectives., 'Through the bud-
gting,process, they allocate-funds and other resources tosup-
port these activities, primarily by. (1), hiring people with the. .

nebessary skills, and -(2) acquiring materials, some that are used
diredtly in the classroom, lab; or shop, and others that sustain,
the day-to-day operation of the institution. Shace needed fundi
are ,appropriated,.it is then the responsibility of instructors
and administrators to actually buythese items--the right prod-
ucts,. of the right quality, in the right quantity, at the right
time, and at the right price. Finally,. education 4ficials have
a responsibility to maintain accountability over these items,
through inventory control, security, resource 'conservation/ main-
tenance, and wiseluse.

This module is designed primarily to deal with that part
of the process thatbeginsgwhen an administrator "or-instructor .

"wants something" (submits a requisition), and ends when the' ,

desired products (supplies, equipment, or educational materials) -

are delivered, paid"fory and entered into the inventory records.
In addition, the module will present information on insurance,
for two reasons. First of all, insurance itself is*a major

qF
acquisition that should bopiocured using manyof the same

1
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principles that apply to other purchases. . Second, insurance
represents a major means by which the institution can prptect
itself against various types of loss, and thereby ensure that
the money spent to purchase items will not be wasted.

4
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Module 'Structure and Use

Thi module contains an introduction and four sequential learning
expe ences. Overviews, which precede each 'learning experience,
contai the objectives for each experience and a brief descrip-
tion of hat thlearning experience(involves.

Objectives STerminal.40 ect
admin

T.

Resources

tuta 9c151419
aitge.
Vdnc,elleigekmaPIA Agew,4,4

mul AU) 'rut

Enabling Objectives:

1. After completing the required reading, cri-
tique the performance of an admirlidtrator in
a. given case study in developing an institu-
tional purchasing policy. (Learning Experi -.
ence I)

2. After completing the required reading, analyze
and correct a given purchasing procedure for
correctness and completeness. (Learning
Experience II) ,

3. After completing the required reading, cri-
tique the performance of an administrator in a
given case study in providing "or insurance
coverage against casu4ty losses and liability
claims. (Learning Experience III)

O

A list.of the outside resources that supplement
those contained, within the module follows. .Check
with'your resource person (1) to determine the
availability and the location of these resources,
(2) to locate additional references specific "to
ydur situation, and (3) to get assistance in
setting up activities with peers or observations
.of skilled adMinistrators.

Learning Experience. I .

Optional

COPIES OF STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, OR
EDUCATION DEPARTMT GUIDELINES relevant to
purchasing policion, which you can examine.

3
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Selected Terms

sp

Learhing Experience II

Optional

ACOPY OF THE PURliSING RROCEDURES HAND
BOOK used by an ed cational institution,
which you can examinb.

Leath-ling Experience III

Optional

AN ADMINISTRATORexperienced in the pur-
chasing bf

\,
insurance whom you can' interview.:

Learning Experience IN/ 40smounty

Required

AN'ACTUAL-ADMINISTkATIVE SITUATION in
which, as part of your duties, you can
manage the purchase of equipment, supplies,
and insurance.

A RESOURCE PERSON to assess your compe-
tency in managing the purchase of equipment,
supplies, and insurance.

ministrator=-refers to a.member of the- second -
ry or postsecondary administrave team. This

generic term, except where otherwise specified,
refers to the community college president,
president, dean-, or director; Or to the secondary
Schoolprincipal, diredtor, or superintendeht.

Board--refers to the secondary or postsecondary
educational-governing body. 'Except where other-
wise specified, the term "boarj" is used to refer
to a board of education and/a'a board of
trustees.

01.

.Institution--refers to, a secondarpor postsec-.

ondary educational agency. Except where other-
77 wise specified, this generic term is used to refer

syndhymously to secondary schools, secondary voca-
tional schools, area vocational schools, community
colle§ei, postsecondary vocational and technical
schools, and trade schools.

4
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1, Resource Person--refers to the professdonal educa-
tor who isdirectly responsible for guiding and
helping you plan and carry out your professional

'44 'development

1

program.
,

.. Teacher Instrmctor--these terms are used inter-
cliangeab y to re er to the person who is teaching
or instruc ing students in a secondary or,post-
second_ educational institution.

Uterfs Guide

4

.4

For informatio9,4

that is" common to all modules,
such as procedures for module use, organization of
modules, and definitions of terms, you'should
refer to the following supporting document:

Guide,tolUsiny'Competency-Based Vocational
Education Administrator Materials. Colum-
bus, OH: The Cer(tr for Vocational Educa-
tion, The QM-State University, 1977.

I

St.

4

This module addresses task statement numpers 152-154 and 162-165
from Aopqrt E. Norton et al.,. The Identification and National
Verification of.Competencies.Important to Secondary and.Post-

... Secondary Administrators of Vocatonal,Education (Columbus, OH:
The Center, for Vocational Education, The Ohio State University,.

-1977). The 166 task statements in this document, which were
verified as important, form the research base for the National,
Center's competency-based administrator module develoPment7
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Learning Experienced

OVERVIEW

#,C

After completipg the required reading, criti
the performanc4 of an administrator in a,give
case study in dex'ieloping"an institutional pur-
chasing policy.

'

fl 0,
Activity

You will be reading the information sheet, nA
Purchasing Policy; What It Contains and How You

1111111111

(Optional
. Activity

Prepare One," pp. 9-16. #

You may wish to obtain a copy of relevant state
- laws, yegulations, or education department guide-

lines regarding purchasing. policies, and to exam-
ine them for provisions that would affect local

%11-04
policy development.

A

You_will.be reading the "Case Study," 'pp. 19-21,
and critiquing the performance of the administra-
tor described.

4

-

Youyill be evgluatinfyour competency in critiqu-
ing the administrator's performance in developing
an institutional pur hasing`policy by, comparing
'your completed criti with the "Model Critique,"
pp. 23-24..

,

4./
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Activity

411:"'
ei( ,

FOr information about the contents and purpose of a
purchasing policy, and how -to arepare or revise one,

read the following informatiohv'sheet. s

A PURCHASING POLICY: WHAT IT CONTAINS AND
HOW YOU PREPARE ONE

1

The purchasing policy is'the general statement of principles
and standards, approved by the institution!,s board,' that governs

all purchasing activities. riproperly drAfted policy statement
establishes geper4'guidelinss),:related to purchasing. Based,on

',these overall guidelines; the administration,can then develop
specific procedures fob carrying out the boaids purchasing poli-

cies. -This approach is consistent with thF accepted doctrine

that the board adopts policies,' while administrators carry them
out within the authority delegated by the board. Taken together,

the policies and-procedures make up a purchasing handbook, which
should be made available, either in whole or in part, to'every
person within the. institution who miOnt.be involved' with purchas-

-ing actions. j4; 4

Polidy Contents'
..

...,, .

This inforMation 'Net dea ls with only the policy aspects

Of purchasing. Let us begin by looking at the contents of a

typical purchasing policy. Some of the usual sections contain
statements covering 1) purpose, (21 roles and relatiOnships of
institutionalpersonnel, 13).bidding criteria, (4) decision rules

'for awaiding contracts, (5).ethical standards, and (6) general

procedural guidelines. ,,:i
)

.
,

.

General purpose. Th:i.s section'should state. the policy

(1) was adopted by the board,opa certain date; (2) constitifites-

official doctrine that applies tlo everyone within the institu-
tion, and.('3) May be further supplemented 'by specific rUles'of
larocedure4developed by the administration,Within its authority.

It should also describe how the.Temainder;_of the policy document

is organized, and note and references (state law, sboaid resolu-

tions, federal regulations) that serve as a basis for the policy

standards. (The e references yan also be listed with each dpeFi-

Tic provision to which they apply.) " ,'

'

'' Roles and relat,ionships.of institutional personnel.: This %

\will probably be one of the longer sections of the polity ,4Ocu-

ment. One way ta,a4.4"a quick overview of/this subject is to , ,

present an organisational chart with.a brief listing of duties ',

similar to the one shown in sample 1. Note that these duty
,

9
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SAMPLE 1
- -e- ' ,, V,. -

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF P CHASIltiG RESPONSIBILITIES

A

General Overall Plan:
fr

'BOARD I 141

(CHIEF ADMINISTRATOR'

LBUSINESS AFFAIRS I I INSTRUCTION I

- I

PERSONNELACCOUNTING

NI NI

Detail--Purchasing Roles Only:

BOARD

I

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

PHYSICAL VEHICLES
PLANT EQUIPMENT

ACADEMIC

EbIE:112] (FACULTY).

Appoints chief administrator .
Approves budget .

Approves purchase policy and procedures
Approves purchases requiring bids

0
CHIEF ADMINISTRATOR

Carries out board policy on purchasing,
disbursements, and accounting

Recommends bid purcOpses and vendors

B6SINESS AFFAIRS

PURCHASING f ACCOUNTING

1. Receives requisitions 1, Recordsencumbyances

2. Develops specifications 2. Maintains fiscal records
. ,.10nd reports

3. Bids items

3.- Prepares payments
4. Writes purchase orders

5. Files encumbrances with
accounting

6. Fo1l8ws through on purchases

7. Files receiving reports

8. Submits invoice vouchers to
accountinglor payment

9. Etna' items on inventory

10
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descriptions are still general.. qpeCific-tnstructions for han-
dling the .flow of Paper work related to purchasing should_ not be
covered here, but rather in the procedureg part.of the handbook.

Bawever, this section of the policy ,statement should ,con-
tain detailed statements about the authority delegated to each
level of adMinistration. Fon elample,'the purchasing agent or
director might be given authority to personally approve any pur-
chase order worth'$2,000 or less. The, assistant superintendent/
vice - president for buginess and administration might have the
authority to enter into purchase contracts for $2,001 through
$10,00.0. Finally, all purchases worth more than $10',000 might
require the approval of the board, upon the -recommendation of
the chief administratorA.superintendent/president)., Alterna- -

tively, the' board ;night, decide that.certain routine purchases
need not be handled. by the purchasing office, at all. It could,
therefore, delegate ctain specific powers to the Cafeteria or
bookstores Managers, for example. In addition, the board could
reserve decision- making power over some purchases,-regardless of '

value, e.g., motor vehicles,, insurance, or consulting contracts.

This section should also state that, althbugh the management
of purchdsing-is important, the administrators with purchasing
responsibilities should not lose sight of the overall mission of
the instituti Purchasing activities should support'and facil-'
itate the educ tional program, never. supplant Or hinder it.

Bidding criteria. ` Specific policies- -in the form of broad
criteria -- should be Set forth in this)section about the con-
ditions under-which competitive bids, must be sought. ,These
criteria could be based on therdollar value of,,the Purchases
(sidilar to the authorLty.limits cited'above)..\op the nature of
the purchase (e.g., real estate, computers, insurance, advertis-,
,ing brochures), the length of the contract period, or any other
relevant factors. In some cases, the board might require that
its approval be. sought even before bids are solicited, as welil'
asrafter the vendor is selecTe77--

Decision rules for awarding contract. Whether priceb are
solicited' through a formal, sealed bid procedure, or by using an
informal request for quotation,' the institution should state on
what basis it decides to whoM,it-will award purchase contracts.
The lowest price is the usual standard. However, other factors
should be.carefupy considered, and the policy statement should
not only disclose these factors, but also indicate the relative,
ranking or weight given each in reaching decisions. These.fac-
tors might include ,items such as the following:

Quality-of the bidder's product

Extent to which 'the proposed item meets all important 'or
relevant specifications

.15
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Ability of the biddertO deliver the materials and pro-,
vide maintenance or warranty services

.

References from the, bidder's other customers t clients

The bidder's general reputation and responsibi as
shownlay.past performances

Ethical standards.. The board can do much.to earn public
trust and confidence by making. forthright, enforceable declara-
tions about:the ethical standards it 'expects all'members of the
institution to maintain during their performance of purchasing
dutgies. Not only do such statements reassure thegeneral pub- .
lic, but the also give notice to potential bidders that. quality,
service, andlorice are the most important considerationSt not
flattery, sociability, jovial friendliness, or favoritidm. Such

.standards should attract reputable businesSpersons -and inforM
them that all. honest vendors have an equal opportunity to_trans-
act.businesd with the educational-organization.

This-section should also include specific referencesto
,-other documents in which these ethical principles can be found.
For example, your'state may have an ethics commission, or certain
parts of the state legislative code might address conflict7of-

., '\ interest and related situations. 'Also,-the National Association
of.Purehasing,Management (NAPM) has-formulated ethical prinei-1,
pies, *eluding some of those shown An sample 2.

General erocedurarguidelines. Finally, the policy siate-
mpnt could include any additional statements of principle that
the board feels,are Important'in establishing the overall tone Or
nature of purchasing actiNiities, and_thatyill further guide the
development 'of' specific procedures within the purchasing hand-
book. These might be-such concepts'as the following:

Consider,first the interests" of the educational.insti-
tution.

Buy without, prejudice, using an acceptable specifica-
tion'as.the basis for the purchase.

p Seek to obtain the maximum,value for each expenditure.

,Seek-,the truth in buying, and .avoid showing favoritism
to specific vendors.

Operate all purchasing activities as service.,/to the

remainder' of the institution. Conside the professionals;
judgment of educators in assessing putcha e options.

:Develop technical knowledge about the prodtcts/Ot ser-
.Niices_being purchased by the institution, including not
.only their physical and economic qualities, but- also their
tole in the education process...

16.
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SAMPLE 2

ETHICAL GUIDELINES

U.

All purchasing employees, and all other institutional per-
ionnel authorized to conduct purchaSing activities', shall adhere
to these principles and standards. Each employeel.s involved in
the expenditure of public funds and is held to the .1.4glies.t degree
of public trust. No- employee shall -engage in or ;pe mit any, ille-
gal or' improper purchasing practices, including not limited
to the following:

i. .

Submission of equal bids involving collusion

Submission,of rotated bids,. involving collusion
,

Kickbacks or rebates --,',
\Conflicts

of interest-v:These exist when-any personal
interestf inanciai or otherwise, is present., -

- " Aqceptance of gratuities ,_gifts, or 'entertainment-by
institutional personnel

1..:::., .1.v .. . - , 2,.',..i,'..,-.

, .,4
Participation in any community of :financial, interest '
with bidders

, 7.,,'-',:24;

Any practice that seems to eliminate competition ,ur.,°7

restrain trade :-:, ,, - ,- .. -,:,: . ii., t,n ;
- ,,, , .....,..-

Meetings with vendors outside of usual business. hours or, --,,,,)

.o_ff ices ,
- I

' U , ' : , ' , , . ., , , , : 1 : r . ` ' 1,: :4 ,:.:

tices or of 'other ,unethical or illegal conduct bk,any emgoyee
Further, any employee having knowledge oCsafiY of ,1

4 --
.

shall immediately 'report this knowledge-to
..

Engaging in or permitting unethical or-illegal -conduct,,,or the
failure to report such conduct, 'constitutes grounds for, disci-
plinary action, including possible termination Cf-employment,
and/or criminal prosecution. - 1,,-b, -

"--.It--- ,--.-: , i4.-4-"":' .---, i -,-.,1, :.

'If a purchasing employee is requested to dol,anything:that
he or she has cause to believe is illegal, unethical;' or s':;
improper, he/she shall immediately bring.Jt to ehe attention ,

, -,-q,t;, : --of ,,, . ... -., .*,,. . s, ! 1,, ;1;:,

Reference:. Section of ill. (State) '14"`Rev ised' COCIe

,?.
SOURCE: _ Adapted, in 'part, from principles set ,forth by,;:th

'National Association of Purchasing Management.
:oesut
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Encourage the pdrchasing staff to participate in 'pro-
fessional 'improvement activities-- including additional
formal education, inservide training, or related' civic.
.activities--and 'to seek, certification or recognition by.:
appropriate professional organization's.". Reward staff for
participation and accomplishtents.

"
.Give preference,to local businesses and industries,
where possible within prevailing criteria 'of price, qual-
ity, and service (i.e., all other :things being equal) .

Solicit bdsiness from. firths, owned or managed, by persons
. of minority 'status--within thede same criteria of price,
:quality, and service--and encourage or help them to meet
Institutional gurchasing qualifications. -(This is a con-
structive or 'developmental, "aff4rmative actioh" policy to
help such firms compete, not to give them -unfair advantage,-,
to win bidding contests.) .-t '

. Policy Development Methods

Now that you are aware of the basic contents of a purchasing
policy, you should turn_your, attention to the process by which
such a policy can beieveloped. This approach will apply equally
well to the process of drafting specific probedures, also. In
fact,` it can serve you adequately whenever you develop a policy
and prOcedure doctiment for any administrative area, -not just pur-
chas Ingo

'

Existing practices. A,sood place to begin is with your
, institution's curreintillet ok..practices. In effect, you should
collect some,:,datP:0Qut present methods used, or- -those that have
tgtabliahed clear PreCedent.;This type of research obviously can
be helpful -t.O'.1o0 of You 'have, recently, joined the institution,
or haire just received a new iiaignment that 4noludea purchasing

howPV.er, it is equaly useful even if you have
been 'involved with these. activities for a long time. Often , in
these. cases pople'S Methods:hau%iadually, changed. Or, 'situ-
atiOna have Ychosed , but:new -Metho a have not, yet 'been developed
in :response. ,Or, some persons woUld, like to irciprdve their ways
of'Perforitlin4:sOme tagka/ arg: afraid.-to proceed .WithoUt '

authorizatioh.' ty k g new clUestiOns,, not taking ..anything, for
iiiinted, and, seekin4 freSh ideas/ -you Can use this, step of policy
,And,'ProcedOre development as a stimulus for initiating necessary
chapge-.!

Among the 'qupstfona /on 'should `ask yourself and others as
you study curretit practices are the folloWIngr

*jai- isyour: role in:-the;pOrchasing- procesi?

What.tasks-do you perform within 'this role?

14
."
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With whom must you interact to accomplish these asks?

Where do you get the information need to function
effectively?,

Why do you use the particular methods you do?
.

Are changes needed? Can they be accomplished, in an
educationally-sound manner?

Existing rules. Once you have developed a, completes and
accurate picture of how things are done in reality, you should)
next search available institutional documents to see how things
are supposed to be dane. That is, yoeshould study the minutes
of board meetings, faculty/administrative rules, handbooks, oper-
ating manuals, and so on. This process will probably reveal some
areas in which actual practices depart from policy, policy state-
ments do not cover some activities, or the policy documents have
fallen out of date.

Next, you should expand your search, looking beyond the
boundaries of,the institution for other sources afofficial
policy. State law and the regulations published.bY your state
department of education are good places to begin. If your insti-
tution has received some type of federal aid*'(grant or contract),
you should check for ruler associated with that program, or look
for general pro/isions in the Federal Register., In addition, you
might want to examine the guidelines of NAPM or other purchasing
and.business/professional societies.

"Idea shoppitg." After you have this broad perspective of
what is and what ought to be, you could benefit from informal
comparisons with colleagues in,other organizations to discover
-how they carry out purchasing activities.. Although you would be .

most interested in the functions of other educatiOnal instiu-
tions, you might also benefit ?from learning about practices in,
'such other firms as service businsSes, small industries, hospi-
tals; social service agencies, or certain nonprofit organiza-
tions. Developing friendships with othet'purchasing'managets
through membership in service clubs, professional associations,
or civic grodps is one way to promote the contacts that make this
type of information-sharing possible. Another way is by attend-
ing conferences or career development workshops in this-area,
whether sponsored by a professional association or a government
agencli.

afting the policy. Finally, it 'is time to tit_down and
draw all these ideas together into a comprehensive; accurate, but
flexible d6cument. This task Nj.11. be easier if'you include sev-
eral Of those faculty and adminidtrators who are most likely to
be affebted by the policy, or those who 'have elown an interest in
this project. Their presence will ensure that -the areas involved
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have an opportunity for input, and they can help you decide among
alternative approacheshaving different sets of advantages and
limitations.. In addition this approach will give them a feeling
of ownership in the process, thereby fpcilitating the implemen-
tation process that comes later. You/Should also employ legal
assistance at this point--if you haven't already done'so when you
were researchins,state and federal laws. An attorfiey can help
ensure that the'policy statements you draft are clear, well
.defined, within present statutory limitations, and enforceable.

Policy approval. Anotter important step of the policy.
development process is to secure approval of the dOcument by the
institution!s governing board. If you are not the chief adminis---
tratOr yourself, then you will need to route your finisAd draft
through him/her to the board; perhaps% the administrator will wish
to ask key staff members to give the policy a final review before
the board acts on it officially.

Dissemination and evaluation. Once approved, the policy
should be disseminated widely throughout the institution, with
copies being distributed to all persons affected by it, and a
copy" being available for review by any interested person. And,
of course, you need to be continuously attentive to fdture needs
for, evaluation and revision of the policies. You cannot expect
them to be valid for all time. You should; in fact, establish a
routine reexamination of the new policies,a few months after
they have been fully implemented (the "shakedown" or "break in"
period), and then at fixed, longer intervals thereafter e.g.,
every two years.

Through your careful application of knowledge, practice, and
effort, you and your institution should now be able to examine,
revise, and formalize your policies pertainirig to puchasing.
These policies, in turn, will ultim5tely help you ensure that the
institution'slunds are spent wisely, to obtain.the best value at
the lowest cost.

. °
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I-Optional

Activity

%$10

b

.

You may wish to obtain a copy of any state laws,
regulations, or education department guidelines '

.regarding purchasing policies. In reviewing these
documents, you should ask the followihg types of
questions: !

Do these rgulatiohd provide specific 'guidance
concerning the form local policy should take?

...Do local institutions "have wide latitude in
deciding show io conduct purchasing.dctivitids?

Is assistance available to local adminitra7
tors as they seek to develop or improve purChas-
ing policies?

Must the appropviate state agency approve
board policies? Will they provide a construe-
tively'critical review-of proposed policies?

VP

1. es;
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The following "Case Study" describes hoW a Vocational
education administrator developed a purchasing policy
for his institution. Read the situation described:
and critique in writing his performance, including
beth the manner in which, he accompl ished the task-and
7p quality Ind contents, of the resulting document.

CASE STUDY

Q

Frank Montagna joined the Fair Oaks Area Vocational School'
(FOAVS) last fall as its second director of buginesa services.
(His predecessor,"Albett Wheeler; had served :ip'this capacity
since the school was chartered seven yars,ago.) FranWs imme-
diate Supervisor isthe superintendent, Drz-'-Jonet, who told him
when he took the job that he wanted him to feel free to.make
whatever policy and procedure changes he felt were necessary to
streamlihe the "business and administrative operatidns' of the .

school,..subject to the,limitations of authority'delegated by the
board.

After considering some of the characteristics of the school
(the size of the aculty, staff, and student.body, plus the
diversity of vocational specialty programs)= and' the size of his
own staff, Frank concluded that the school could :function beat
with a rather decentralized purchasing systrem",:_ Sinceithis would
grant significant buying authority. to the direCtora of,pach
administrativesoffice or 'vocational service'area,he'realiZed
that the scliodi needed a policy to guide and unifythete,activi-
ties. )

tl

. His first step was to discover what rules already were "an
She oks." He read closely the teacher's handbook, the staff
per ting manual, and the minutes of the board of trustees for

'the ast seven years. Then, broadening the search further,
Fra k studied the guidelines accompanying a,federal.grant'thei
sc ool had received last year, and aske&hispcoliege friend,
Ba ry Ryster (now practicing law in the towrop,where Fair Oaks ,is
lo ate4), to check applicable state laws for him.

Finaklyeirank m e purchasing the topic of his -luncheon
tab e donversatibn at he next several Kiwanis clubi meetings,-and
atte ded a seminar on this topic at the state vocational associs-
ation meeting. By lat Januar Frank,was'ready to ,collect his
notes and write down a new poll. y, drawing from the strengths of'
all thoselhe had studied, and c plying with local,- state, and
federal laws where appropriate. After a long weekend at the
dictating machine, and a 'few m e evenings revising his drafts,"
he presented a polished, succi ct document. to'Dr. Jones and

19.
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asked that it be predented to the ;pard for approval ,at 'their

next meeting 114 three weeks.

Before submitting it to the board, Dr. Jones shared the
proposed policy with the vocational service area directors and

his administrative staff. Several of them sought clarification
' of same key iyMd, and two of them were rather disturbed at the

str tness o ao of the requirements. With a groan; Frank did
so more revksin4;checking out his ideas' with his colleagues,
and again sent the draft to the board via Dr. Jones.

This time the document sailed through 'without comment. It

`was then printed in final form and distributed to all persons
r already, having a copy of either the teacher's handbook or, the

staff operating manutii. Two months Iater,.Frahk visited several
of the persons most affected by the policy, ,asking them ,for their
reactions, their experiences with the new .provisions, and their

suggestions foimprovement. Since their recommendations were
/ minor, he filed them, for the time being, with the intention to
repeat the evaluation process more formally next March, one year
after the policy was adopted. .

4Q

On the next page are the introductory section and the

/table of contents of the policy as they were first presented
to Dr. Jones (before revision)..

.

r
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e. INTRODUCTION '

This document represents the official policy of the
Fair Oaks Area Vocational School District ,in all mat-
ters of purchasing. It applies equally to board Mem7
ters, administration, faculty, and staff, who are
bound td dbserve carefully and follow faithfully all

. its provisiOns, both in detail and in the spirit of,
its intent. This policy may be amplified and imple-
mented by specific procedural rules established under
the authority of the superintemient, sa long as they

, are consistent with the principred contained herein.
- The reader'sattention is directed further to the

numerous citations following each specific policy
statement, bepause they refer to those particular
provisions of applicable federal, state, local, or
,professionaYlaw and practibe upon which these poli-
cies are based.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

I. IntroduOion (qUoted above)

II. Key.Ser

A. List of dutie's
B. Reporting'requix(ements
C. Items requiring board approval

. III. Policies Governing Bidding

IV. 'Distribution at Copied of purchase Order Forms I
.

V. Declaratibn of Fair Practices -and. Ethical Expectations

VI. Schedule of Purchasing Deadlines

21 Ale

24,
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Compare yout completed written critique of khe "Case
Study" with the "Model Critique" given below. Your
response need not exactly duplicate the model .

responses however, you should heve covered the same
major points.

MODEL CRITIQUE

Policy Development Process

Frank Montagna certainly undertook his policy establish-
ment /revision process with enthusiasm and energy, but his fervor.

410r, caused him at the outset to overlook some obvious resources--his
colleagues and staff. These persons were already involved in
purchasing actions at FdAVS and Could; therefore,' share with him
their experience, comments, and ideas for improvements. Never-
theless, his search for information was otherwise thorough, and,"
he wisely sought legal assistance at this stage. In talking with
friends from other Anstitutions and from the business world in
general, he also 'gathered some good and useful information .

When he sat down to dfaft the policy,,Frank made the same
mietake,As before. He didn',t ?consult his peers soon enough; even
the aid of his lawyer friend Would have been'helpful at this
stage. Eventually, of course, he worked .more closely with them,,
and he appears to have learne his lesson since he solicited
their comments after thp new olicies had undergone the'"shake-
down" period.

Other jobs he did well were the dissemination of the policy
,once adopted, and his recognition that both the supetintendent

= And board should review and approve *the epolicy docuthent.

Policy Content

The introductory section is fairly complete and well worded.
It states the applicability of the policy, refers to -specific
procedure documents that might be developed later, and places
itself in reference to governmental laws, professional standards,
and other institutional policies. Perhaps it could have been
strengthened by adding a sentence or two showing that the-policy
*asi/indeed adopted by the board and became effective on a par-

. ticaar, date. Also, there could have been some general philo-
sophical statement of.purpose saying that the School intends to

.

acquire items and services of the greatest value at the best,
price, that it desires to treat all businesspersons fairly, and
that it recognizes its role as steward of public fundS, etc.

23
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The table of contents reveals.a few errors in policy con-
tents. For example, section II should probably have also
included an organizational chart to supplement part A (list of
duties), and.a part D should have been included to specify the
different levels of purchasing authority held by Dr. Jones,
Mr..Montagna, other administrators, vocational service area
directors, etc.,. especially since purchasing authority, was bei7
somewhat decentralized.

Section III on.bidding policies, certainly belongs in the
document. It should be supplemented, however, by another(section
stating onwhsat basis all purchasiki decisions are made, not just
those involving bids..

.0
Finally,5,the sections on distribution of purchase order

copies and purchasing deadlines (sections IV and VI) are not
'appropriate for a-P.fteral policy document. They refe/x more prop-
erly to ,specific procedural rules--the how and wheirof adminis-
tration and management--rather than to,the general who and w bf
an institutionwL5e policy statement. Moreovere they are likely
to change more often and are not as sweepi in their effects.

4 Level of Performance: Your completed written critique should
have covered the same major points as the."Model Critique." If
you missed some points, or have questions about any additional
points. you made, review the material in the information sheet,
"A Purchasing Policy:

with
It Contains and How You Prepare One,"

pp. 9-16, or check with your resource person if necessary.

'sr
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Learning Experience II

OVERVIEW -

Aativify

Optional
Activity

1100

.

After completing the required reading, analyze and
correct a given purchasing procedure for-Correct-
ness and completeness.

You will be reading thp information sheet,
"Controlling the Steps of the Purchasing Cycle,"
pp0"27 -50.

You may wish td obtain a'copy of the purchasing
procedures handbook of an educational institution,
and to'examine it for applications of gbod pur-
chasing program design.

You will be readingthe PCase Situatioh,"
pp. 53-57, analyzing a given purchasing procedure,
and providing_dditional or corrected elements for

ij
that procedure.

.;-"-

You will be evaluating your competency in analyz-
ing and correcting a purchasing procedure by com-
paring your completed analysis with the "Model
Analysis,!' pp. 59-60._ : .t

25
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For information about how to control purchasing,
actions from start to finish, read the following
information sheet.

CONTROLLING THE STEPS OF THE PURCHASING CYCLE

Purchasing equipment and supplies for the 'school consists ofa Sequence of seeps that make up the purchasing cycle (see sam-ple 3).. The cycle begins with the submission of the purchase
requisition and ends with paying for the purchas_and-entering.
the item on the inventory.

We will examine each of these steps in detail on the follow-ing pages. However, let us first look at the normal sequence of
the purchasing cycle (the numbers in parentheses are keyed to thediagram in sample 3):

The instructor,Or other user-wishing to secure the item ini-
tiates a purchase (1) requisition and submits it through
-channels to the business office. The instructor's depart-
ment head, project director, and/or chief administrator
indicate, in turn, their approvalof the purchase requi-.
Aition 'before it reaches the business office. When an
approved purchase requisition is receivecEthere,!a purchas-ing agent (2) ref ines.or develops the siecifiCations, dnd
then secures (3) pribe quotations or bids from:prospectiveVendors (suppliers,- wholesalers, or.manufacturers). Basedon the best price and/or other criteria, theLpurchasing
agent selects a vendor and sends that firmA (4) purchaseorder, an official request for service or supplies withimplied intent to pay. 4At.the same time, he/she encumbers

'; funds as needed to support the purchase. ',The purchasing
ITETTCe follows through to.(5) expedite delivery, assuring
that,the'vendor then delivers-- the item.inlood condition tothe (14 receiving area of'thej.nstitution. As soon as'the
purchasing agedt learns of the satisfactory delivery,,, he /she
(71 athorizesIayment of the invoice. (8) accounting
divisibn.of tti,business officeethen-clears the entumbrance,and records the expenditure. Finally4 an entry =is made in'
fhe'10)-ifiVent6y records to show whet: the item came into
the institut-Onis'possession and to` assign responsibility
for its use, care, or consumption.

O

The details of the purchasing cycle may vary some from
institution to institution, but those portions of it ensuring
that a proper purchase will be made (i.e., ensuring that the item
is bought at the lowest all-around cost, authorized by purchase

27
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SAMPLE 3
,`,7! .°

THE PURCHASING CYCLE

(9)
Enter Item in

Inventory Control
Records

(8)

Enter Transaction
into Accounting

. Records

(7)

Authorize Payment

Receive'Shipment

(1)

Prepare Requisition

(2)

:Develop
'Specifications

.17

(5)

Solicit Bids or
Price Quotations

Issue Purchase--
Order

Expedite Delivery

28
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order, received in-good condition, and then paid for by the
institution) must be present. This cycle', properly followed,
keeps the person request item informed and assures the
administration that the olicy and procedures for purchasing haVe
been followed.

If yours is a smaller instititution, many of these'duties
will be carried out by o ly a few persons, or even just one (the
business officer or perhaps the chief administrator him/herself).
In this case, not all of the forms or approval channels herein
described will be required, but the-same orderly, methodical, and
impartial approach must be observed.

One important way in which this cycle varies is in the
degree of centralization of the authority to carry out its par-
ticular steps. Maximum centralization requires that all pur-
chases be approved by the board, regardless of size. At the
opposite extreme, purchasing authority can be delegated to anyone
within the institution--secretary, instructor, custodian, busi-
ness officer, counselor, etc.--who needs materials and to whom
funds have been allocated. The intermediate approach involves
the establishment of a central purchasing office, which serves
all those wanting to buy items, and which alone has the authority
to obligate/the institution in purchase contracts. Even with
this method, the governing board may reserve for itself final
approval authority for certain major purchases. This information
sheet is primarily oriented toward this latter method.

tl

Many of the reasons for centralizing the purchasing function
under the direction of a single purchasing manager, or as few
administrators as possible, relate to the development of the'
needed expertise and experience. Specifically, such an arrange-
meht allows a centralized purchaser to maximize the necessary
variables of quality, quantity, time., source, and price as fol-
lows:

Quality--A centralized manager can purchase standardized
products that are ,uniform and interchangeable. Being
familiar with manufactrers and suppliers, he/she knows
what types of produCts are available, and can conduct
"value analysis"--a determination of what alternate prod-
ucts at lower cost might be available to perform the same
"function as the requested item. Of course, there are
difficulties associated with standardization, requiring
negotiation and human relations skills to persuade users
sometimes to give, up their favorite brands, models)c or
sizes for the sake ofFeonomy-.

Quantity--A central office that monitors supply
inventory and demand levels is less likely to build up
an inefficient surplus of items, and more likely to

f
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anticipate shortages, thus avoiding expensive rush orders. .

A centralized office is also better able to take advantage
of quantity discounts and to save delivery charges b
being able to accept truckload, palletized, or case lots.

Timing--A unified purchasing office can effectively
maintain a "tickler file" that reminds administrators and
instructors.when to order materials throughout the year.
An experienced purchaser also knows how to avoid the
vendors' rush seasons, thereby both lowering costs and
assuring prompt delivery. He/she is also more likely'to
initiate purchases with enough lead ti e to avoid delays
in receiving needed items.

Source--As a single point of contact for sales repre-
sentatives, a central purchasing officer is in a better
position to compare vendors with regard to product qual-
ity, service, reliability, promptness, and genePal busi-
ness reputation.

<1t.
Price--By knowing market trends and the alternatives
T7= :able, a centralized purchasing administrator is Uet-
t r able to select the most economical product from the
least expensive vendor at the most advantageous time,
Furthermore, since fewer offices handle the invoices, cash
discounts can often be secured through speedy payment of
bills.

Of course, variations from the "ideal" purchasing cycle
also occur when there are difficulties in finding a lowest
cost vendor to supply the right product, when there are dis-
crepancies in quantity or qtLlity, and when delivery dates are
delayed. It is then that the purchasing department must request
additional information from the sources of supply, or ask for
further instructions from the person in the school wanting the
item. At these times when the orderly routine of making a
purchase is, interrupted, certain decisions must be made. The
'institution must decide which of the following actions to take:

Find alternate sources of Supply.

Cancel the order.

Rebid the item.

Change specifications.

Deldy the time when the item was to have been received.

Return merchandise that has been damaged in shipment or
is'' inferior in quality.

Some of these exceptional, irregular, or nontzoutine procedures
will be described later, but first we need to discuss the ideal

aor most desirable way to carry out these actions.
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Let us'examine each.of these general steRS of the "normal"
purchasing cycle in more detail. First, you should remind your-
self of one point. Your objective as an'administrator, is to _be
able to control purch.asing,,whether you actually, perform the
various purchasing tasks yourself or hire,a staff to perform
them. Thus, you need to be certain that everyone within the
organization is following the same set of instructions. This
brings us to the importance of published procedures--procedures
that many persons had a role in developing, procedures that-all
interested parties Understand, and procedures that are stable and
resistant to change. Such procedures (1) offer'some degree of
predictability, (2) allow any interested person to trace through
the procedure far enough to learn, the status of a requisition
he/she initiated, and,(3) ensure, that the purchasing staff will
be able to detect when something has gone awry so they, can ini-
tiate corrective action;

One way to inforM users about how the purchasing system
works is through a handbook. This book should be prefaced by
the general policies approved by the board. It should then go
deeper into detail, presenting the mechanics--the where, when,
how, who, on what form, etc.--tha-have been established,
approved, and modified by the aathinistrative staff persons them-
selves, within the spirit of the overall policy. Because of
their need for frequent.amendment, the contents of the handbook
might well be presented in loose-leaf form. The handbook should
contain i tructions, flow charts, schedules; lists, sample forms
completed correctly,orrectly, do and don't checklists, directories of whom
to call for what, and other items designed to make it easy for
the user to follow the right steps. Finally, the handbook should
be accompanied by several copies of the blank forms that the user
is most likely 1p need, along with instructions about where to
get more forms.

Preparing Requisitions

To start the whole cycle, someone must decide hey /she needs
something. This requestor might be an instructor, an administra-
tor, a secretary, a project director, and so on. The "something"
needed might be a piece of equipment, 'a set of supplies, or some
services such as cleanup, repair, or rearrangement of furniture.
Equipment refers to items, such as large tools, machines, furni-
ture, or AV devices,*that last several year cost at least
$25-$59, and are not Consumed in ordinary use. These items are
usually obtained from external vendors., Supplies, such as chalk,
paper, typing ribbons, forms, flobr wax, wastebaskets, have short
life, low value, end/or are consumed in use. They are often

.stocked as standard items by the institution,' with orders for
large quantities or special items being directed eventually to
outside vendors. Repair, cleanup, rearrangements, and so on, are

31
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IptSuallycovere&by a work order, which. is outside the scope of
this:module.1'

' , The proper way for the requestor to express.a need is to
Prepare a requisition (see sample'4); the requestor cannot merely
say, "I want a widget." le/she Must descLbe the widget.in
either.ppysical terms (2 ft. x 4Ift..x 5 ft.', f432 lbA., red with^
blue wheels), perforMance terms '(can. produce 15 thing -a -ma -bobs
per hour), or.by make and model(Amalgamated%Widget Company, model
105-6B, or equivalent).1 The requestor shQuld estimate the price
(based on'a" catalog entry, a, salesperson's'word, or last year's
records plus.an allowance for inflation),, The estimate is impor-
tant so that affected administrator's: can keep track of expendi-
_tures_againsi'45043ted_Iimits._ The requestor_can_even suggest a
vendor,,or, attacha brochure or copy of a page from a catalog --

. anything to help anyone who reads the requisition understand just
exactly what the requestor 'wants. Ane:finally, the desired or
mandatory delivery date should be speoified, along with a'deliv--
ery location, if different from the institution's usual receiving
area.

The requisition often requires several signatures, fr6m
faulty and administrators,of successively higher authority.
Their signatures imply either (1) that the desired item is appro-
priate for the requestor's intended use (a judgment made.usually,
by the department chairperson/vocational service area d' ector)
or (2) that the respective budget account has sufficient nds to
supporttgis purchase (determined by the director /chairman, the
business office, or .both). In this latter case, the budget deci-
sions should be based on planned purchases with a year-Don per-
spective, rather than on a first-come, first-served rationale;

Developing Specifications

At this point, the purchasing official will probablYs need
to review the specifications to be certain he/she knows what the
requestor wants. It might also be poss4ble that two or more -

users have requested similar, but not identical ,items. In this
case, standardikation should be sought, but it-might not always,
be desirable if there are compelling educational reasons. for dif-
ferent models or types of..the sirhilar items.

r

1. For more information about how an institution operates pain-
'. tenance programs, you may wish to refer to Manage Vocational
Buildings and Equipmentl.part. of the CompeCency7Based Voca-

'tional Education AdministratorMo.dule Series (Columbus, OH:
The National Center for ,Research in Vocatiopal Education, The
Ohio State UniVersity,..1981):

\
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Si-10441
Requisition Number

Req. Date
7*..rea RV IS, 1.131
Dept.

Name Ikuoevttha.1

SAMPLE it

PURCHASING REQUISITION

ANYTOWN VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

Dept. No. It

Use this form only when requesting the purchase of materials or
services via the Purchasing Office. Give complete description as
to name, size, grade, color, and catalog reference. List unit as
each, dozen, box, etc., and estimated cost. Put the recommended
source of supply in.the lower right corner, not in the description
Column. Deliver Copies of this form to the Purchasing Office do
after all needed approval signatures are secured. c

Deliver
To

Building Room

For Additional
Information Call

Date
223 Required zi

Ray 0. Vftek
Name

VII- 0.132
Phone No.

BUSINESS OFFICE USE ONLY

n,-..."

PURCHASING OFFICE USE ONLY

Purchase Order No.
Itto3 wit.

Buyer '
70,43.3

Date of Order
*811.,Y a,,,o1 III
Bid Opening Date
rf.40,oy 20, ilti

Delivery Promise
At.,.... ,s, ,qt.i,

Ship Via -

, v..1.0 t........:..s

Ship From
ws.....,:iie

Terms
L '1. via, 30 dqii

F.O.B. Point
CNIIIrtowati0O.

Fiscal

Year

Bi

'Source

of Funds

61..m

Object Codes

043
Obligation Number

BI- 44 ,

'Appropriation Account Code No.
.,-...1.e1231.1 '''., ''''

Item 9 Quantity Unit , Description Unit Price Amount

I

L

3

*
.7

Z

3

.1.

.

CarIVI
.

ea.

,

.

Videotape recorder ,cotorjecussette,

Vs", ..4-1. pews.. control., Sol.av*

.14064-1 3315 or &quiet:al/en+ .....'

Slanit video cassettes , Va'a low

memFemme ,30 rem. . 4*,
.

Elulpmant ea.+ wits CoSeeee ,
3-M4s14 q his% , too S 30...

toss* tee.t.. peels* and farAtaa3

...-

LSOO
.

30

:.:
. SS

.

'

.

.....

5000

.150

SS

..

..

amis.
5,105

, '!''
....

gP. Ouva.s.A.
g Dept. Chairperson

Y, boor
Asst. Supt./Director

1.),

Director011177Uchasing

Superintendent Approval
(if applicable)

ety n
Board of ?mattes Approval

(if applicable)

ORIGINAL

33

34

Recommended Source of Supply

RLECTtONtGS
415 w. 3%°

./mirroeim LISA 11343

V5.411A.s.



In the ideal case, the requestor will have entered complete
specifications on the requisition form, ready for immediate,
'bidding (see next section). In actual practic,some request-
ors will provide no ,specifigationsat all, and even resist the
purchasing officer's efforts to solicit any details. What
you should strive fpr is a constructive dialogue between the
requestor and the purchasing officer, peFhaps including also
the requestor's peers and supervisor. Otherwise riindependent
actions and antagonistic 'attitudes can ree4t the purchase
of unsuitable items at inappropriate prices.

Soliciting Price Quotations or.Bids
. .

At this time, it .is the duty of.the institution's authorized
,:..purchasing official to negotiate the actual buying; agreement,-with

a vendor. (This offidial might be the business officer!hiMeelf/
herself if the institution iswpmallior a purchasing manager-,'or
one of the agents on his /her staff in progressively large orga-
nizations.) Since the major criterion for awarding a contract -,

and selecting a vendor is price, this person needs to secure
firm quotations. Normally, these are, secured in-writing (see

E
s pl 5), and su ficient time should be planned between the ini-

-------t ation of the requisition and the desired delivery date to -allow
this có espondence to be etchanged. You should be certain that
the pros ctive v ndor understands this is only ah inquiry, not a
definite off to buy. , !

There are_aorwi special cases, such'as the following, in
which a diffeeatlprocedure is appropriate:,

If time is short, quotatiOns.may'be sought. by. phone.
Decisions can then be made on the basis of these oral'.
statements,/ pr vided the price is later confirmed in..
writing.

.In another case, the institution might already be a
party to an annual contract with a vendor of frequently
purchased items (e.g., office furniture, paper,,ath-
letic supplies) inwhich prices have been negotiated in

. advance. Sometimes these contracts aredrawn!up between
vendors and a urchasing consortium. This is a groupof
institutions (Tor example, all state- assisted technical
colleges in a state, or area vocational' schools in a'
region) who gobl their purchasing needs.' Because of the
high volume of .business they represent,: they often can
attract bids from more vendors, induce competition, a d
thus negotiate coptracts offering significOnt disco nts
and favorable 'terms..

34
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SAMPLE 5

. WRITTEN REQUEST FOR QUOTATION

..
TO:

NEwrokt W. FIG6 ,sAt..E.5 .1.16R. .
.- ,

.AmAt_c4AmerEo Pvt.P mitt..t...S
' q SIG BLAce. FoXEsT no ,

YOURTOW4 , MT tam
,

REQUEST FOR QUOTATION

. his is only an inquiry.
THIS IS NOT AN ORDER.
Please Quote Promptly.

%)

. ,-

NORTH CALABASH
123 West

North;Calabash,

.

TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Hain Street

12345

.

.,

Please quote us prices, on
items listed below. Note
delivery requirements, and
state firm delivery date.

. ,
t

Date "

Soy to, Kat
Address Reply to

B. Q. Chalker
. .

Reply Due by
juty 25,19%2 ..

Delivery Required by
Ausust ts,ociaz

Item # Quantity Unit Description Unit Price --' Amount

1.

2.

3.

4.

.

500

2.00

20

.

2.0

i

.

*Veares

reams

reams

"-CV"

Vera9raphy paper

goad. paper, 207
Vis." r. tt"

'OnfoasIctr, , white,

CcAs+rve-ilotv.' piper,
atef g 144.

.

.

THIS

a-

' 7-
, ...mte I.Vs'it it'

ceitlon ,t41.14e),

E'/a+ % It"
4

0.55ortact colos,

/ ,

4

' .
*

,

IS NOT AN ORDER=

I

.

.

.

.

.

g

.....2

'

.

.
.

: Fr... ,
. .

r

VENDOR: Please Complete This Information

1. Delivery Promised
2. F.O.B. Point
3. Terms
4. Date of Quotation

I

By 2141e... Z. CALAAL

. . ,rurchasing Agent Authorized Signature
'4#

4

35
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Your institution might have access toroperty disposal -
`salvage or surplus outlets of other educational institu- ,

tions, government organizations, or.the armed services.
These goods are usually serviceable and, or course, much
less expensive than new items. Also, you may be eligible
°to buy produbts made in penal 1.7stitutions, which sell for
very loW prices.

. Finally, in certain cases (as specified in the purchasing)
policy), prices will be determined by sealed bids. For example,
bid solicitations are usually prepared for .equipment when the
amount of the purchase exceeds a certain li%itationve.g.lv
and for supplies when a large volume purchase will result in
'slibstantial savings to the institution.:

Preparihi solicitation fokms. The solicitatlon form resem-
bles, a requisition "form in' that it contains the specifications
for, or description of, the desired item(s). It is also accom-
panied by general bid conditions, written tg.inform bidders w
abOut the conditions undet Which the school.will purchase items,
including (1) when and where bids will be received and aliened,
(2) how final selection of the successful bidder will be-deter-
mined, and (3) such assurances as are necessary to eliminate
unqualified bidders; including a requirement that bidders Ile
bonded under someconditions. A statement to the effect that

4
.any.and all bidsmay be rejected is inserted to exempt the school
from being-forced to make purchases solely on the basis of the
lowest bid (see sample 6).

It is at this stage that specifications are most-important.
Acceptalple specifications can include the following descriptois:

mi--
An accurate generic name

Special. sizes and capacities
.

Duty specification such as commercial or utility

Electrical requirements including voltage and amperage

Whether special atigchments are necessary to make the
machine \or equipment opetable

Assembled weight

.Finish .

°Itaterials

Quality-a6surahce terms

Another-option is to specify thatthe item shall be equal to a
specific\manufacturer's prodUct.cited by name or model number.
(In-such cases, copies of the vendor's catalog must pe made
available td prospective bidderS so that features and quality

36
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SAMPLE 6
,

SOLICITATION FORMS

for:

NEW SCHOOL DISTRICT

April 29, 1999

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Bids will be received bribe New School District until 10:00 a.m.,'Triday, May 16, 1999,
,

FLOOR REFINISHING MATERIALS

Specifications may be obtained from the Business Office, New School District, 123 Main
Street, Ourtown, USA 54321.

t

The right is reserved to-Yeject any or all bids.

Board of Education
New School District

1

by Rex Ryan

kutiness Manager

/

y
,

MI( SCHOOL DISTRICT -::

. INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS ---"
,

1. .".1.1,:ve. : -,.,,-,:.,..,-.«t,......,- ^,

Hark plainly on outside of sealed bid 'Bid'Enclosed - -not to be opened until 10:00 e.m,4",.
Friday, May 16, 1999" and address your bid to Business Manager, New School District, 123 Main,
Street, Ourtown, USA 5432.10,

''''' '-"' '4.--- ,.. , . . .." .. .",V`;'Y4. "

Please fill in both "unit price" and "extension" columns on proposal form; use Sasterl.nnitr.::
for price as that listed under 'quantity" column so that all bids will be on common basis ..' :

- ."-.....
.

4t, 4,2', ,Be sure to state the brand bid on after each item. You
.

may bid on more than one brand for,.-
each item, if you wish, but specify brand opposite each amount quoted.

._ .

The right is reserved to increase or decreise the quantities actually ordered, depending
upon how our fidget comparesswith total cost of all supplies. The quantities listed, however;-

will be substantially the same as specified. x

''
Samples must be submitted on every item; unless otherwise stated in the'specifiCations...:

Please mark plainly op each sample (1) your name and addreis, and (2) the brand name oftbeZs,-..
sample.

45
At'

Terms: f.o. ., Ourtown, net 30'days.,r ..!'' 4
,

,.: ,,,;.`,'
Please do not d on anything you cannot deliver to Ourtown within two weeks of receipt of-'4:,,pu ase order. tpeci arrangements for partial delivery within two weeks and remainder withilk"..'(a rea nable time thereafter maybe permitted. If you wish to sake such arrangements, state.7"

clearly quantity deliverable within twoeeks and delivery date on remainder. ,,.....),
i*,-, .

'ip. __. .19,ard of EdUcation :1,,, 4-,

',lieu School1,District'7,i,.,

,f4.,-:,.
;.,by Rex tsar 4,,i,. .1,,-7,.,

, busimaPiffianager '''''

...

J
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NEW SCHOOL DISTRICT

SPECIFICATION/BID TALLY v.

Floor Refinishing Materials

Mr. Rex Ryan
Business Manger
New School District
Our town

We agree to the terms f.o.b. Ourtown, net 30 days, and propose to furniih.the followigg
its in accordance with foregoing "Instructions tojidders" within two weeks of receipt of
purchase order at the prices designated below:

Floor sealer for wood floors, to be cleaned and
refinished without sanding; must be approved by
unbiated association for above use; enclose proof
of approval with bid (sample of at least one_, pint
required); in 55-gallon drums

QUANTITY UNIT PRICE EXTENSION

5 drums

Floor, sealer for gymnasium floors, color: clear,
made of bakelite; must be guaranteed not to turn
dark with age; must be approved by Maple Flooring
Manufacturers Association or other unbiased organi-
zation as heavy duty gymnasium finish; enclose proof
of approval with bid (sample of at least one pint
required); in 55-gallon drums 5 drums

Lambs wool wax applicator pada, ten-inch with good
heavy material that won't pull out (simple required) 6 dozen

,
Solid steel wool pads, coarse for scrubbing hard-
wood floors, for use with 14' floor machine; specify

grade and diameter of steel wool bid on (sample not
necessary) 3 dozen

Date

Address

4.
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can be compared.) This doesn't mean that theiroduct must.be
the exact duplicate. Rather, it gives competitive bidders a pro-
totype standard by which specifications can be compared, using,
major features. It also gives the purchasing department the

. option to reject bids where vendors (1) have bid an inferior
product,- or -(2) have constructed a piece of equipment frolucom-
ponentg tjet willefulfill the requirements' of the specification,
but do not meet the intent to have an integral and matching piece
of equipment. (Automotive tune-up equipment is -a typical exam,.
ple. Such items as meters and'gauges could be assembled to Met
therequirements for a "tune-up machine., "'but.do not meet the
intent of the specification for an integral and .internally com-
patibe piece of apparatus.)

.

In some cases,. standard or commonly accepted'specifications
can be develOped by consulting the publications or personnel fFom
organizations such' as the following: 0

U.S. National Bureau of Standards
Washington, DC

American National Standards Institute
70 East 45th Street
New York, NY

'Alnerican Society for Testing Materials
1916 Race Street.
Philadelphia, PA

Consumers Report
ConSumers Union of U.S.,,Inc.

6
256 Washington Street
Mount Vernon, NY

American Society of Mechanical Engineers- '

29 West 39th Street
New York, NY

National Institute of Governmental,PurchAsing
1001 Connecticut Avenue NW

Washington, DC
ti

ti

Specifications must no:(be tidiculously complex or overly
specific, however, partidularly if they are designed solely to
eliminate all vendors except the one for which a preference
exists. This violates the baskp pdlicy of4airness. For giaM-
ple, specifying equipment color, location of accessories, opera-
tor knob size, and other fkcidental.features just for.the purpose
of eliminating .competitive bids should not beolegated. Chief
administrators canvcheck.for'"sweetheaet deals" or biased rela-
tionships with certain vendor through an audit of purChasing
records, looking for items for which only one vendot submits
bids.' 'Other vendors should then be surveyed to determine why
th ad "not --also responded.

I)
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A

. 'There' are instancqs, however, when screening out alternate
name brands of equipment might be permissible. For example, if
it has been proven that certain bidder's are unreliable, their
equipment is inferior, tie§ cannot provide service, or they can-
not provide supplies and guarantees,- then,bicis from' these vendors
should be eliminated. Moreover, if.the desirdd equipment must
match equipment presdntly in the school system to be workable,
then this consideration should be spelldd out in the bid. If
color coordination is important, this also should be made known
to prospective bidders. in advance so they may prepare a fully
acceptable bid.

If the request for bids requiTa-special arrangements with
vendors, these must be specified; they cannot be assumed to be
automatic For example, furniture and equipment sometimes come
only parti lly assembled. Some equipment requires additional
electri' service, or operator instruction, to ensure its satis-
facto use by previously untrained personnel. Still other
equipment is large and bulky and,ofta built-in natureei For exam-
-fin-7-ft might need to be installed-1n the building ,during con-
struction. It may. also need to meet the construction schedule
of one or more of14:the building subcontractors in order to be
installed correctly. If.it arrives early, that would require
storage and handling; if it arrives late, that would cause delays
in the building schedule. Therefore, it is important that these
'conditions be a part of the description of the item in the bid,
and appear conspicuously near the description so that the inten-
tions of the institution are made clear-to the vendors from the
outset.-

Special conditions can be imposed on the bidder if desired.
For example, an institution will sometimes requiie that samples
be included with the-bid so that quality can be checked and.com-
pared (see sample6). Sometimes guarantees are requested,,pro-'
viding some indication of the conditions under which a: piece of
equipment must operatesakisfactorily f r a given period of time.

Delivery and set -,pp services are ometimes requested in the
bid with statements such as, "To be elpered freight prepaid to
the laboratory on 110 North Main Street, and-zet up complete and
rehdy to run." This.allows additional costs for freight and
set-up charges to be incorporated in the bid. The practicp
could, however, elienate some.bidders because of, their remote
locationr-or lacA of soles or trainingopersonnel to install and
operate the equipment.- One means of - handling this situation is
for the institution to secure an installment agreement from the
local crafts having jurisdiction (e.g., the plumbers, carpenters,
or electricia#t),'and relay this cost to tyendor so .that it
may,

he
be incorpogated in the bid. When the equlpment is installed,

the School pays -the charges and subtracts them 'from they billing

40
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received from the vendor. It is important to temember, however,
that such an arrangement must be made in advance.

In summary, the basic question that must be answered when a
bid solicitation is written is this Does it allow for competi-
tive bidding by several vendors so that the institution receives
the best overall value for the money expend? If it does not,
then it should be rewritten.

Contacting vendors. Vendors handling the specified products
are generally selected from a "bidders list" and sent the solici-
tations directly. The institution .maintains this approved bid-
ders list,' consisting of the names and addresses of vendors,
their products, and the names of personnel responsible for sub-
mitting bids. Vendors can be added to the list by submitting a
bidder data sheet, or the institution can consult business direc-
tories' provided by chambers of commerce or trade organizations.
They may be removed for unsatisfactory performance, including
failure to (1) deliver on time,.(2) honor quoted prices, (3) send
fault-free merchandise, or (4) provide serxice after the sale.,
Vendors_that are removed or suspended from the bidders list for a
prescribed period should be so informed in writing, along with
the reason for the suspension.

The institution may also be required by state law to adver-
tise in designated newspapers to inform any other prospective
vendors of the opportunity to submit bids on specific items. At
least two weeks should be allowed from the time the advertisement
appears until the bid must be received. A copy of the letter
sent to the newspaper, together with the advertisement notice as
it appears in the newspaper, should be filed to maintain an offi-
cial record of this phase of the procurement process.

Processing bids. Bids received-by mail before the required
date should' be stamped Received, with the date and time indi-
cated, and then logged .irldEed in a holding basket. A bid
received after the required date should be stamped, logged as
late, and returned to the bidder unopened, with a letter indi-
cating that it cannot be accepted.4

At public.bid openings, it will be necessary to schedule a
room of sufficient capacity to seat bidders, representatives of
the press, and other spectators. In preparation for the bid
opening, the buyer should have prepared bid .tally sheet(s), which
.consist of the purchase specifications and space to the right.
where each bidder's name and quoted price can be recorded (see
sample 6). Each item, together with the prices quoted by each
bidder, is then read aloud. If the price quoted is for an Alter-
nate to'the name brand listed in the specification, it is common
practice to record also the name, brand, and model number with

41
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the quoted price. In this way there will be no confusion with
regard to what was actually submiltted to meet the specification.

After the bid opening, the bids should be tallied so that
the successful bid can be selected. If the vendor is on the
approved bidders list or otherwise acceptable, and the product is
the same as specified, the purchase order., is awarded to the low-
est bidder. If the lowest bidder has bid on an alternate prod-
uct,the purchase order is still normally awarded to the.lowest
bidder, if the product is equivalent in the judgment of the
buyer, .3E3 is not objectionable to the person originating the
requisition., In other circumstances, the buyer 'should consult
with the requeator concerning the bids,.and, then recommend the
product and vendor that best meet the following criteria: right
product, right quality, right price, right vendor, at the right
time,

Although it is often overlooked,a positive relationship
with vendors is as_criticalasother aspeetsofinstitutional
public relations. It is important, for example, teat they
receive prompt, courteous, and fair treatment at all times. All
price and specification information received' before the bid open-
ing should be considered strictly confidentialT6as trust must
be guarded. For this reason, vendors should be discouraged from
giving bid prices to instructors and others who might not be
aw4re,of this confidential charge. After the bid opening, it 'is
'indeed proper to inform a bidder that a price was out of 'line, if
that is the case, or of any other reason for selecting another
vendor's product. In fact, the bid tally sheet(s) should be
available for all to view at the bid opening, or later'.

.k

The bids--as well as attached literature that descfibes the
equipmeht .3.11d supply items, particularly alternates -- should be
kept on file until after the purchase order .is written to the
successful bidder.

Issuing the Purchase.Order

The purchase order (see sample 7) is very similar in con-
tent to the requisition that started the whole process; i.e., it
contains the description of an item or items and the quantity
desired. However, it is different in several important respects.
First, it is addressed to a particular vendor. Second, the price
on -the purchase order is not an estimate; ij.is the final outcome
of an offer and acceptance on the part of vendor and buyer (your
educitional institutlon). Third, the purchase order,carries the
implied message, "Please deliver this to us; we promise. to pay
for it." Finally, the person signing'the purchase order.May be
one 9f only a few persons in the institution having the authority
to obligate its funds, as specified in the purchasing policy,

42
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SAMPLE 7
"*0-41"4"."' o-s -ve.,

PURCHASE ORDER

GA

Ship To:

StnYrOtuM VOGAT)0.4AL
113 loht STRICT
OURTOLoAl , USA $4311

P.O. 4103 -wp
Dept.

Name Au.:1055U0.1

You are hereby authorized
to furnish, in accordance
with the terms, conditions,
and specifications hereon,
the .items listed below:

ANYTOWN VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
123 Main Street

Ourtown, USA 54321

Dept. No. 12.

VENDOR OR PAYEE

Sow.: 3tAtT.4 N SALES
134S 1-1164 STILLET
'JEMMY USA Sa13414

IP I 0 3 V.,: P
Purchase Order Number

MARK ALL SHIPMENTS
WITH THIS ORDER NUMBER

Buyer
JONES

..,

Date of Order
Foboo,y 21.111 .

Bid Opening Date
Fit...,...y zo.14s1

Delivery Promise
n..,,,.. Is . 14 si

Ship Via
YftliC444 vrw.....:;..es

Ship From.
wewbyv.ite
Terms

2 oh lio SO ets.vS
F.O.B. Point

bosiono+eoo

Fiscal
Year

81

Source
of Funds

GIA

Object Codes

043

Obligation Number

62-44

t

Appropriation Account Code No. . .

12344 .
*

.
.

..

Item Quantity Unit \......_,seil.ption . Unit Price Amount

i

Z.

L

5

to.

\ ,

02.40,4 Se
&

RLA A0140 144 ytottortopo re.c.orstor
cpswie Pad op.*. p..0 SC Control skAd.

aux. inp.rt .j0.s.K.
:"'

Ampax video eAsseti-ms 30 AAA. , Vs°
wide

- .
-

....

(Purchasing Office should include at
the bottom of this section all special
instructions re: delivery location,
delivery deadline, instillation, .

warranty, discount terms etc.)
.0

I

b311041' 110 lots.' 'Moo Aare*. IS ,1411 ,f0
**A. 01 *64 0. Yosit . VIA40. swot eitroloot
tromool SASSor Ain.* Ss+ op at..p.nont

Sy frtose.1, 15,14111. luofonty po.4.1.
I year. .

314i.00

?

, .. 01.10

.

,

,

.

.x

. "
iL

- -.17:.., .

.44 , ',,,'4

-

4;404.
,-;

142; ;

,

4,13.
','
..

,,,) ,
,--, :1, ',V."-N.-..

..

INSTRUCTIONS .

1. Packing list must accompany all shipments.

2. No change's in this purchase order may be made.
except on instructrons from the undersigned.

3. Mail all invoices directly to the Disbursements
Office°, Anytown. All invoices must reference
order number.

This transaction subject to state and school rules "..1".

and regulations governing procurement and bidding.

APPROVE BY:

N.9.%11. teals,
Fort

Director of Purchasing

,
4"

....a . *; sia.aj
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Os.

whereas the requisition had been signed by the person asking for
the item.,

Legal opinions are divided over whether the purchase order
consiitutds a legal contract,' i.e., the institution's acceptance
of, the vendor's offer to sell as conveyed by the bid or price
quotation. To ensure full agreeinent, it is better to consider
'the purchase order as an offer to buy., and the vendor's acknowl-
edgment (accomplished by returning copy 2 to,the institution),
would then constitute acceptance. ,

Looking again at sample 7, you will note'that the purchase
ordsr is written' from the specifications and sent to the suc-
cessful bidder. It contains the account number, purchase' order.
number, buyer, date of purchase, delivery.promise, shipping
instructions, terms of payment, and FOB, which indicates whether
the price does or does not include shipping ,charges.' FOB is an
abbreviation fpr the'words free on board, a term commonly used in
the past. If it says "FOB-factory," then the buyer must pay the
freight and is respons le (or holds the carrier responsible) for
any damage en route. I it sairs"FOB destination (or the buyer's
address)," then the vend r pays the freight and is responsible
for any damage occurrin before delivery;

The choice of'who should pay for delivery depetds on (1) thq
transportation means available to either party, (2) the need for
haste, (3) the degree of willingness of your institution to cope
with the extra paper work involyed if you pay freight bills, and.
(4) the relative prices that. ither party can negotiate with
their respective carriers. There are times, for example, when
it would be cheaper, faster, and safer for your institution to
dispatch a courier in an automobile, or a custodian in a rented
truck, to .retrieve a badly needed or fragile item.

The purchaseOrdei should contain specific instructions
about delivery, including location, necessary indtallation,
setup, or operator training, and especially the delivery dead=
line. It should mention any penalties to be charged for overdue
delivery, or the date after which the shipment simply would not
be accepted.

The distribution of purchage order copies is an important
link in the communications chain that supports the purchasing
cycle. Sample 8 shows one way that purchase order Copies are
distributed and the purposes for distributing copies in this way.

.Endumberin Fund

Once the ve or is selected.and a firm price determined,
the funds for that Urchase should be encumbered. This process
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...C...AIMM1.11,

SAMPLE 8

DISTRIBUTION OF PURCHASE ORDER COPIES of.

5

PURCHASE ORDER

Copy 1 - to vendor
) Copy 2 - to vendor

'Copy 3 - to requestor
Copy 4 - to receiving
!Copy 5 - to receiving
'Copy 6 - to accounting

\/.

Copy 7 - purch-file
Copy 8 - purch-file

C

kept by
purchasing
office

t)

.$) to vendor

to requestor

"41 - retain in his/her files

----#2 - return to purchasing office
(a) to acknowledge receipt of

order
.

(b) to confirm price

(c) to inform of promised delivery
date

to receiving office

to accounting office

#7 - file by purchase order number

98 - file by vendor, accompanied by

all related documents (requisi-
tion,.request for quotation,
bids/quotations, memos re:
delivery, freight charges)

#3 - (via all who approved requisition)
(a) shows that or has been

plan
(b) giv actual ice repla

eat tad ice) fo budget
cont urposes

g

14-m-tche-zreceiviog-report") file -by---
expected delivery date
(a) as reminder of due/overdue

shipments
(b) to note full/partial shipments

15 - file by vendor's name; accompanies

shipment during internal delivery
And inventory recording

#6 - file by purchase order number

(a) to revise encumOrance by

posting actual, instead of
estimated, price

(b) to reconcile against invoice
and use to support payment

.

..;

1-00.01

c. ".

SI

'If fewer copies are desired, copy #2 (acknowledgment), once returned by vendor, might be used se the
file copy in lieu of #8; also, one Copy might be used et, perform the functions of both #4 and 95.
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amounts to a reservation or a "hold," ensuring that the same
funds will not be used to support another purchase before the
first one is completed (similar to someone setting aside a ten
dollaV bill for a record album on Monday, even though he/she
won't go to the store to buy it until Saturday morning). The
encumbrance at this stage will be for the quoted/bid cost of the
purchase; it can be adjusted later once the exact price, includ-
ing freight Charges, discounts, and so on, is known.

Expediting Delivery

Expediting activities need to occur when orders have not
completed therpurchase.dycle. Usually, these are orders ;that
have not been'received, or orders that have been only partially
received. If the promised date has passed, but the order has not
been received, the 'requesting department notifies the purchasing
deartment which checks
efforts can also be triggered by copies of the purchase orders-.
kept by the receiving staff in a suspense file, sorted by deliv-
ery,promise date. If the order,has not been received*, then )0e.
purchasing officer contacts the Vendor. Each such contact with
a vendor is logged, and the order is then placed ahead in the
suspense"file under the new promised delivery date or future

Ailfollow-up. The process aatidbes until the order is completed or
reconciled. Chronic delinquent deliveries can be deterred. by 1 ''
imposing penalty costs or by threatening to remove a vendor,frn*
the bidders list.

Receiving Shipments

The shipping instructions on tpe put-Chase order inform
vendor about where and how to ship the item. 'Usually, this i- "
a central receiving station where the merchandise can be unloaded
and checked-with a minimum of difficulty by qualified, experi-
enced persons. The receiving clerk is responsible for observing
the unloading procedure and inspecting packages and crates fov .

vislb-le_damage. If no damage. is visible and the count4agrees.
with the'freight bill, he/she then signs and dates the freight.-
bill. If there are exceptions, these are.noted'on the freight -.
bill, and the driver is asked to countersign.

The packing slip, or shipping.label, can be used to cross.
check the purchase order number against the contents. In caseg'
in which there is a possibility of losing, small parts or causing
damage, the receiving clerk'should not be asked t9, unpack the
contents. Or, the technological nature of the contents may be
such that an "expert" (vocational instructor) must be involved.
In such cases, the persons who requisitioned the item(s),should

4
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be asked to/verify the contents (as to condition and count) when
they do the unpacking.

When the contents, purdhase order number, and "owning" or
user department have been'noted, the purchase order number and
department, should be written on the package. It should then be
placed in the holding area from which deliyeries are made to
departments, whether by hand, cart, or truck (depending on dis-
tances between the institution's facilities)..

If the delivery. is only partially complete, a copy of the
purchase order needs to be retained in the alphabetical list-
ing of vendors from whom orders are still to be received, unless
an invoice for a partial payment has been submitted pFeviously.

Delivery should also be noted on the "receiving report" copy
of the purchase order (see sample 9) ,3and this repOrt should be

img_of_fice_a.ssoon-as-the-delivery--is
complete.

I -

;

Freight bills that,accompany shipments should be referenced
with the purchase order number, and copies Should be sent to the
purchasing office so that the chargé can be made against the
purchasing account. A copy of freight bills needs to be filed
by purchase order number in the shipping and receiving office.

(.
Items that are defective, 'damaged, or not. as ordered must be

. , .

returned. They should be carefully packed, with the packing slip
plus' other directions to the vendor placed inside of firmly
attached.. A copy. of the packing slip and directions should also
be sent'.to the vendor by firs lass '1. If shipment .is,by.a
parcel service, the item should be igbed; this figure needs to
be entered in the weicYht box Of the shipping' ticket and daily out--
goinghlog. The log should also contain the date, destination,
shipper charges, and the account to .which they are to be charged.
For motor freight shipments, the-straight bill of lading should
be completed. One copy of the parcel tickets and bills of lading

ar,e then forWarddld to purchasing, and one is retained for .the
shipping /receiving office files.

1 .

Authorizing Par is
4-

When orders have been received--and verified as correct and
.
;acceptable by the' receiving .staff or by user departments- -the
purchasing office can then advise the business office that the
invoice may be paid. Orders should be referenced by purchase
order number, user department, and respective account number(s).
Shipping.cos that are also to be charged to the user department
accounts,shoul eferenced using 'the same system.

T.1\
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;MARK ALL SHIPMENTS .1
WITH THIS ORDER NUMBER

a611
SAMPLE 9

"RECEIVING REPORT" COPY OF PURCHASE ORDER

te/
.5'

."-
,..7ANYTOWN VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

Ship'To:

Auvroau vocattowam. $cIlbOl.
ois MA555) sre.a.ar
01114TOta11,0f1A 54341

P.O. 11503 -5m11
Dept.
Name ,-40.00,4.3uo.1

Campus
Delivery

4-
This "form is to be filled
out and sent to the Pur-

. chasing ,Division the day

the-material is received
or service Is rendered.
If ens report represents
aoparflei shipment, request
the Purchasing Division

6 'to toward a supplemental

receiving report." If

for any reason material
unacceptable or ser-

vice is unsatisfactory,

provide full particulars.
.Correspondence with yen-

'', dors will be conducted by

the Purchasing Division.

, -
0

Dept. No.: 'IL

VENDOR OR PAYEE
. ftpo, stem/ Tv FALLS

$45 10411 sTtLLT
.11.RAbYt104A, ,USA 34344

1r

e 7

t A,
PurchasrOrder

hi
er Num&r,

Buyer
- 761.31.3

Date of Order .
C10.0,. 33.1411

Bid Opening Date r---- .

F*155/5551, To, iesi .

Deliver?, Promise
hia 1e.11111 .
Ship Via
Y1111 es., Triocx i...es
Ship Fran.
/411111v5,1& t
ferns

''*21. 514 30 gels
F.O.B. Point
T.) WS* on 8,*,,,,,,,

F.Y.

11 i

Source

of Fund',

A.A .,

9bject Codes

043

Obligation Number

' at- *4
...

Appropriation Code No.

.,..

Item # Quantity Unit Description 1 2 3 4 5 Comp.

I.

2.

-L

5

.

.

to.

tariefts
e* t.

MtA ,keeet Illto4 vuleotspe. recorder,

eaglet& caA , t00% f141.511e Centre-1

and 04/3 . Input. jolt

3545414 video easse0es , so 'ma. %pa
wits. ..
.

\....,,

.

. .

t

J

...

1

I

.

.

'..__.. ..:. -

Date

Received Carrier Waybill No.
No.
Pkgs. Cond. Ppd. Charges

Received by l
(Central Rec.

Received by Dept.
(Signature i Date)

50. . 11513-11 41 Yq.,14 T....I..s s 451. 1 Oli . 11 5..... t Dom
2 3. is a 1 4.14 3 Os I o ' ey e . ape
3 3-54.111 414 1 Toon I 0 , R O. Ii.20 at4 4- 6 11.1 1104 '2 A...ma v 0 15544%
5 41.011 ". .142 & Oft I 0 _114... a. neve . R., 0. tr.d. IA.

py - t6 Receiving Office
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Posting-Purchase's to Accounting Records

This step follows closely on the heekS of the One just
described. It is especially important thdt the,encumbrance be
cleared at this point.. You recall that. the encumbrance was first
made, using the estimqted price on an approved requisition, and
then updated when a firm price was established through a vendor's
quotation or the bidd4ng process. It is, of course, still pOSsi-
ble that the final amount paid will be different, due to freight
chats'orcancellations of part of the order. 40 the meantime,
par 'al shipments might be received, followed -by *partial billings
(invoices) and partial payments, if appropriate. Whatever the
sequence, the encumbrance will eventually'be replaced by a post-
ing of the actual expended amount. The user department head
will then see this reflected in the periodic budget expenditure
reports. Thus, he/she shouidbe able to avoid initiating or
approving requisitions that exceed budgeted amounts.

0

Recording Items on Inventories

.11r
The final part of the purchasing cycle consists of entering,

the equipment and supplies on'the institution's inventory record.
The details of this phase of facilitylproperty_management are
presented more completely in another module ofthis series.2
You should know at this point, however, why this step is impor-'
tant to purchasing operations. Inventory:control preserves cer-
tain information about an item, such as the following:

; How-much it cost

When' it was received

Who supplied it

What accessories or associated items were included

Moreover, inventory records show to whom major items of equipment
are assigned,'and whol therefore, is res psible for theie.care,
maintenance,and accountability. In the case of purChases funded
by state or federal grants, the institution is often, required to
affix a special. inventory label or number o the equipment. Be
sure your inventory form meets governmental uirements, too.
In-the case of numerous or bulk items, inventory information
indicates the rate of consumption and is,useful in forecasting

2. For further information concerning inventory procedures, you
may wish to refer to Manage Vocational Buildings and Equipment,
part of the Competency-Based Vocational Education Administrator
Module Series (Columbus, OH: The National Center for ReSearch in
Vocational EducatiOn, The Ohio State University, 1981).
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the dates by whichsa new order must be submitted--thus bringing
the purchasing cycle around full circle, ready to begin again.

Yoi have read in the p vious pages about an ideal purchai-
ing system.-The possibili of several proceduralaeViations
ptobably occurred to you as you read these descriptions. For
example, you might be skeptical about the writing of spec4ica-7
fions. You might feel that users don't have the time, respon-
sibility, or expertise to write them, but suspect that purchasing
officials, in their zeal for standardization, could be too insen-
sitive to educational needs. The important point is they must
communicate with each other to develop, cooperatively, descrip-
tions ultimately acceptable to both.

Another problem arises wheil too little time is available to
follow established or ideal prodedures. In spite of advanced
planning or administrative-urgingwto initiate purciaisses far
ahead of time, someone'always f6ds,him/herself near the end of a
fiscal year, or grant period, with money still to spend, and sets
off an "eleventh-hour spending spree." -All educational adminis-
trators 'involved with such actions, should ask, "Is this purchase
really necessary? Can we buy lt-,and still .treat all our vendors
fairly? What are the consequences of not spending the money?"

It is far preferable to develop standby lists of lower-
priority isuipment for which specifications have been developed
in deliberate fashion, and for which price quotations or bids
have been secured and periodically updated. Then, if funds
indeed become available, it is,a simpld matter to prepare the
purchase order and encumber the remaining funds. This approach
.allows the purchasing office to save its energy for truly urgent
and unforeseen needs--the replacement of a broken down boiler,_a
wrecked vehicle, a damaged shop tool, or the gurchase of appari-
tus peeded to support a hastily developed new vocational course ,

or program.

Also, there are many purchases that must 1?e made in a hurry, p,

but involve reratitely small amounts of moneyspecially prepared' 6/
poster board for a DECA exhibit, an exotic repair Part for a
movie prolgctor (the film is being shown tonight), a plaque for
presentation to a visiting VIP, and so on. The purchasing pro-
cedure can accommodate such contingencies by authorizing selected
individuals to make cash or charge purchases up to a certain
dollar value (perhaps $25), and then confirm the purchase later
through the routine submission of a These "autho-
rized" purchasers must understand that it is poghible that their
purchase might be disallowed upon closer consideration, making
them personally responsible for charge purchases, or ndnreim-
bulAble for cash transactions. Also, they need to klw which
few stores have open accounts with the institution, an should

iknow how to secure sales tax waivers by providing the nstitu7
tion's tax exemption number.



Optional
Activity

%10

You may wish to obtain a copy'of the purchasing pro-
cedures or handbook of a secondary or postSeconday
educational institution. Review this document ca4e=
fully, looking for the steps of the purchasing cycle
and asking the following types.of questions:

Do the ocedures appear to be well coordi-
nated?

Are purchasing authority and bidding limits
clearly stated?

Are samplitforms available for examination?

Is the flow of "paper work" from one office to
another clearly depicted?

Are there\any novel ideas that you might
incorporate in your own purchasing program if
you were called upon to design one? "--\
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The following "Case-gituation" describes a situation
. in which an administrator was assigned to develop and
publish procedures to ontrol purchases at a,postsec-
ondary vocational educ tion institution. Read the
situation description examine closely the outline of
the procedure handboo she drafted, and identify any
deficiencies that may exist. Correct these errors by
providing either improved directions, or adding new
procedural steps as needed. (You can make these
changes on the proposed outline itself or describe
them on a separate sheet of paper.)

Although this case applies specifically to a post=
secondary, institution, the general principles it
illustrates will apply, in most cases, to secondary
schools as well. Remember, this is a hypothetical,
not necessarily an idtal, set of procedures.

CASE SITUATION

Loo way Hills Community College,, with a student body.num-
berimg 4,0 full-time and part-time students, has served its
three-county area since its founding right after World War II.
During that time, the college has grown from one with only a few
griculture and industrial training programs for veterans to a

comprehensive educational and cultural center, with a broad range
of technical programs in health, business, science', and parapro-
fessional -career fields as well. It also has a mission to offer
pre-baccalaureate transf,er and adult/continuing ,education pro-

w grams to the general public.

Along with this growth in-numbers of students and diversity
of programs_has come a more complex college organizational'struc-.

ture. In the early days of the college, the busiffess manager
handled all of the administrative support tasks ranging from,the
hieing of secretaries to the supervision of building maintenance
and grounds keeping. He also took care of purchasing, payroll,
and accounting. As the college grew, he hired some assistants
for the other duties, but retained the purchasing functions.
Last year he retired. After a six-month long search, the presi-
dent recommended cthat the chief accountant, LloydFarmer, be ,

appointed to a newly named position as vice-president for admin-
istration and finance. Mr. Farmer, in turn, has hired Lisa
Altobelli, with five years' related experience in a local indus-
try, to work for him in a newjob as manager _of purchasing.

Ms. Altobelli'd first assignment is to develop a more
streamlined purchasing procedure., She is expected to retain the
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necessary control over purchases, but to allow deparXment chair-
perdong and chief administrators to assume responsibility for
their own,budgetary control and for the initiation of requisi-.
tions. Her experience in dealing with vendors and factory repre-
sentatives is expected to result in greater buying power for the
dollars spent, but Mr. Farmer does-not" want Ms. Altobelli to do
everything herself. Instead, he emphasized that he wants her to
design and. operate a system of clearly described and interrelated
functions performed by the most appropr,iate officials--one that
they all can understand, and one that will operate°in a quick,
ptedictable manner.

In her analysis of 'the present situation, Ms. Altobelli
talked to many people, learning what jobs they -currently ppotfoym,
and soliciting their ideas for improvement; She also examined
many documents, including the college's brief purchasing policy
document, recently revised by,Mr. Farmer and adopted by the board
of trustees. The policy statement_embhasizes that the college
'should strive to acquire items .,,following the "best value for. thee
lowest price" principle. It requires that sealed bidding proce-
dures be used for all purchases over'$2,000 in value, or con-
tracts extending six months or more. Purchasing authority is
delegated to the vice-president for administration and finance
for transactions under $10,000. Otherwise, board approval is
required; anal it must also approve even intended purchases (i.e.,
before the solicitation of bids) for items worth $50,000 or more.
1337-67.0 the criteria of lowest price (given equal quality), the
policy expresses a preference for doing business with local ven-
dors, and seeks to encourage transactions with minority enter-
prises and those with a tradition of hiring physically impaired
or economically disadvantaged persons.

Acting within these guidelines, Ms. Altobelli ha rafted an
outline of-the proposed purchasing procedures, on which the pur-
chasing,handbook, purchasing forms, and other documents will be
based. Before she meets with persons affected by the proposed
-changes, Most 'of whom,,work for Vice-President Farmer also, she
has asked him to review the outline to make sure she 'has haither
left some important steps out, nor 2as suggested procedures that
are unworkable 'or contrary to gener 1 policy.

Here is the outline:

I. Requisitioning

A. Initiated by any professional/academic/supervisory
staff member..

B. Sent directly to purchasing manager (PM)
C. Requestor may suggest vendor, but not make commit-

ment to salesperson
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D. Draft specific tionS should be included
E. Sample form to e included

."'

I. On-the-spOt purchaSi2

A. llowable for-it
,

B. Requisition must 'say " onfirming order" (samples
items un er $25

)(
to be attached)

C.- Items can be "charged," or purchaser can pay and
be° reimbured

D. No state sales tax i# to be paid (cite tax exempt
number

E. List of vendori with whqm college has charge
accounts to be attached

F. Procedure used at buyer's own risk; PM has option
not to honor commitment

III. Securing price.quotations/bids

A. Written method*
1. Usual procedure (sample :form to be included)
2: For Purchases of estimated value $100-$3,500
3. Fourteen (14) days response time provided
4. QuOtaionto be sent directly to person

requesting the requisitibn
B. Telephonic method

1. For purchases of less than. $100 value, or
needed sooner than -21 days frog date of requi-
sition

2.° Can be used in exceptional cases with approval
of Vice7President Farmer

3. Oral quotations must be immediately confirmed
using written fokm

C. Sealed bid method
1. For purchases over $3,500 (board must approve

before soliciting bids of estimated cost over
$0,000)

.10 For services,contraetsAfter 6' months' duration
3. Bid invitations (sample to be included4t

a. Sent direCtly to likely bidders
b. Three (3) weeks response time providdd
c. Guidelines on hOW to write specifications

to be included
4. Bid handling

a. Stainp with "Received by PM" and "date
" stamps

b. Log by vendor, date, time; and requisi-
tion/inquiry number

c. Retgin in V-P's safe until opening
d. Return late bids with "returned; received

after deadline", stamp and explanatory
letter
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5. Bid opening
a.. PM and representative'of requestor must be

present,
b. Bidder's invited; session open to public
c. Bids opened, read aloud, and tallied by PM
d. PM and requestor consult about price and

specifications; if awarded est
bidder,. announce immediately; if, t
announce within three 13) working

D. No bid/quotationaethod
1. Used for item already under long-term, open

purchase contract (currently in fo;ce only for
paper, office furnishings, and petroleum
products)

IV. Issuing purchase orders

A. Sample forgi to be included
B. Signed by: PM ($0-$2,000); V-P for administration

and finance ($2,000-$10,000); board chairman and
president (over $10,000, after board approval)

C. Specifies firm price and delivery date
D. Copies distributed to verglor (2), PM files,

accounting, and using department
E. Vendor retupds an acknowledging copy confirming

price and delivery

V. Shipping instructions

A. Usual method--FOB destination (prepaid by vendor)
B. Exceptions, approved by PM (for sake of haste or

Iragileness):
1. College personnel/vehicle pick up
2; Premium (air courier, special delivery, parcel

service), paid by college

VI. Following up on deliyery

A. Responsibili \ty of user department to detect late-
ness,vall vendor \

B. New delivery pfomise date to be marked on user'\
copy of purchase order N

VII : Receiving '
. A. Receiving clerk/custodial supervisor files ur-

chase copies by vendor and delivery due date
B. Items checked off on both copies until all are

received in good order
4
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C. -One copy of order stays with item--call user
department to pick up

D., Other, copy of purchase order sent to PM with copy
of freight slips

E. User department's .responsibility to detect and
report both Visible .(before unpacking) and
concealed 4after.unpacking) damage

F. User department to notify PM within 3days if
-4 order-, not satisfactory

VI . Paying invoices

A. All invoices to be forwarded to PM
B.' PM initials invoice as OK to pay, checks purchase

order number
C...One'copy retained, remainder sent to accounting
D. 'PM closes'file, files by vendor, notes on purchase:

order log
E. Accounting drafts and mails payment

IX. Adding to inventory
.

A. PM or using department adds all major (over $1V)
itiems to records.

B. Inventory'card (sample to be included -) to be
pa4ted with' vendor, purchase date

X. Appendix

A. Organizatio chart
B. Recapitsilation-Of duties, by position
C. Flow chart

.

. iksaume-you are Vice-President Farmer, Ms. Altobelli has an
appointOent.io,see'you tomorrow to go over-this. outline. Make
whateverAdditions and corrections you feel are necessary, and
note those proVidions that are acceptable, in preparation for
this Meeting with her.

/ .

:.1*. .,.
a

4
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Compere your written corrections and additions to the
outline described in the "Case Situation"-with the
"Model Corrections" giv,en below. Your responses need
not exactly duplicate the model responses; howelier,
you should have identified and corrected errors of
the same general type. t

DEL CORRECTIONS

Overall, the procedurei are outlined'very logically and
thoroughly. Particularly:commendable are'the inclusion of
numerous sample forms, charts, and checklists to help the users
of the handbook. Also, the procedures are generally simple and
do not involve excessive centralization of actions, which might
rause delays in the event a key administrator was temporarily
absent or overworked.

Furthermore, the procedKr'e development methods followed by
Ms. Altobelli were thorough, systematic, and considerate of those
persons whosecooperation would be necessary for the success of
the new system.

The "Requisitioning" section,.however, should have included
a step requiring the signature of one or more intermediate offi-
cials or department chairpersons. They would review the budget
figures and certify that sufficient funds were'available, and
agree that the purchase was appropriate.

The "On-the-Spot Purchasing" section seems to be complete,
and carries all the warning statements needed for this nonroutine
means of purchasing.

A major omission is the lack of an entire section on the
encumbrance of funds, including budget review, initial posting of
the quoted price, and clearing of the encumbrance with the actual
ricegalus shipping charges.

In the "Price Quotations" section, parts A and C, the bound
ary between written quotations and sealed bidding is incorrectly
stated as $3,500; according to the board's purchasing policy,
this should,be $2,000. Moreover, the quotations should be
returned to the purchasing manager (PM), not the user department.
Finally,, no mention was made of the maintenance of a bidders
list; or public advertising (through an "official" local, state
capital, or trade newspaper) for bids.

In the section on "Issuing Purchase Arders," no mention
is made of distributing copies of thepurchise order to the
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receiving office, which should receive at least two copies (see
section VII-A) .

The "Shippirig Instructions" section is brief, but seems to
be complete.

In the "Folloning up on Delivery" section, responsibility
,

for follow-through on overdue deliveries is incorrectly assigned
to the user department. Granted 'it might be thq first to notice
the lateness of'a shipment (especially if neithr the PM nor the
receiving-office is checking its respedOlve suspense file), but
the contact with the vendor should always be handled by purchas-
ing officiali. Likewise, the,PM,shouid subsequently,,notify all
recipients of purchase orderkof the new delivery promise date. -

The section on "Receiving" also improperly` assigns responsi-
bility to the user department for, detecting and reporting visible/ "A

damage. This should be done instead, by receiving personnel, who
are to note damage on the fKeigiit slip at the time of delivery
(or even refuse delivery if damage is too severe +. In the event
that the item is complex or fragile, the receiving department
might wish to have the user department complete the unpack
at which time they could detect aoncealed damage--somethip
they would 'then report to the PM, not directly to the vendor -or
freight service.

Finally, in the'"Adding to Inventory".seetion, the inventory
card should also reflect the purchase order numbervand purchas,2
price, so as to facilitate.reoraCting if needed later.

Level of Performance: You correctionsishould have dealt with
most of the same errors corrected them in approximately the
same way as was done 4n the model reseonseii If ydu missed some
errors, or have any questions about any additional points you
Made, reviewt6 material in the information sheet, "Controlling
the Steps of the Purchasing Cycle," pp. 27 -50, or heck with your
resource person, if necessary.
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Learning Experience III

OVERVIEW

AfterdoMpleting the required reading, critique
the performance of an administrator in a given
case study in providing for insurance coverage
against casualty losses and liability claims.

You reading the information sheet,
"Selecting the Proper Amount, Type, and Carrier of
Insurance," pp. 63-72.

\ . :
i.

, 6
-.3,

You may.wish to arrange through your resource per

Optional ,

son to meet with an experienced administrator/ .:.'

business manager and to interview this person.con-kActivity
cerning his /her experieolles in selecting insurance

...

4%10 to cover the institution's needs.-
.

... , '''*--

,. .

,....
,,.

.. :..

You will be reading the "Cas
and critiquing the perfpr
tratordescribed.

:14

tudy," =

A-

the adminis-

* -,
You. will be evaluating your Competency .in Cri-
tiquing the-administrator's performance in provid-
ing insurance coverage by comparing your completed
critique with the "Model Critique," pp. 77-78.

6r
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Activity For information aboit how your in can,pro-
tect itself against the financial drain and impaired
effectiveness arising from casualty losses or lia-
bility claims, read the following information sheet.

SELECTING THE PROPER AMOUNT, TYPE, AND .
BARRIER OF INSURANCE

Educational institutions, dike homeowners, business firms,
or industries, risk losing property or possessions from many
causes, or being sued for damages arising from impropei conduct
of their activities. In a broad sense, the administrator should
be concerned with risk management by identifying and removing
haiards (through maintenance, health safety inspections, security
precautions, emergency drills, etc.), or by appropriating contin-
gency funds to pay for predictable damages such as broken glass. e

Through these constructive or preventive actions, the institution
can ensure the continuity of -its prograMs and minimize many type8
of financial loss.3

,f- When risks are too large, to be carried alone and they cannot
( be controlled through risk management, educational institutions

should purchase.insurance. Most institutions purchase two kinds-'
of insurance: casualty insurance and lkability insurance, They
protect, against catastrophic losses such is-building destruction
or vehicle accident, and against liability clrftms such as negli7.

r

gent injury to students under an instructor's care.

This information sheet will cover the basic principles you.°
should follow in recommending the means by which, and'the extent
to which, the board should secure different types of instfrarib,0
protection. It is not.possible, however, for the information
presented here to be very spdcific. Rathtr, you will need to
undertake your own investigation into the applicable laws of your
state, and conduct a review of the outcomes of recent litigation. .
in either your geographical area or the area of your administra-
tive endeavor (e a instruction, admissions, business)., More-
over, this information sheet will not cover the various kinds of
insurance often provided to employees'as fringe-benefits (e a
health, major medical, dental, life), nor the group insurance

3. For a more complete discussion of maintenance, health, secur-
ity, and safety, you may wish to refer to Manage Vocational
Buildings and Equipment, part of the Competency-Based Voca-
tional Education Administrator Module Series (Columbus, OH:
The National Center for Research in, Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University, 1981).
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oies for student accidents that the institution o ell acts
.. as an enrollment agent for.

In selectrng.insurance coverage, you must decide the extent
11. of the institution's "insurable interest." The interpretation of

this concept varies from state to state. Generally speaking,
.determining insurable interest means deciding which losses the
institution is likely to be legally responsible for. Some state
laws make it illegal for boards to purchase insurance coverage
agaynst losses that do not involve an insurable interest (e.g.,

\acotdental damage to the chief administrator's private automo-
bile,, or an assault lawsuit against an instructor ,who, at the
.time of the alleged infraction, was not acting within the scope
of his/her official duties). Each board (acting upon the advice
of an administrator, perhaps you) must determine the extent of
its insurable intergst, based on the institution's particular
situation and relevSnt statutory and common law. Beyond that,
the administration needs to consider the morale benefits of
standing behind its staff in the face of threatened lawsuits
and providing whatever* support it can, whether it)De fully paid

,./liability insurance, legal aid, or assistance in arranging, but
not paying, for group liability coverage.'

Because,of the presence of so many variables, including
° legal ones, and the bewildering diversity of coverage options

available, you might want to proceed by first engaging the ser-
vices,of an insurance'consultant. This individual might be an-
attornei,,,a university business administrator or professor, an
employee of a local financial institution, an official of a state
government offige, or a self-employed expert available on a con--
tract basis. Regardless of,title, his/her expertise, references,
and experience will determine if he/she can provide your institu-
tion with the necessary assistance.

-Let us now turn to a more detailed distuss 'ion o the two
major types of insurance coverage -- casualty and liability--and
examine the factors you Reed to cons er in each case. These
include the .soarces.of risk,-the val e of the assets you wish to
protecit, ark thp extent of coverage eeded.

4
r -

Casualty Insurance 'tie

Educgtional buildingi and the fur ishings in them represent ,

as major investment for institution 'local district. If the
institution has only ne building, its lo would be catastrophic
Unless the building and it$ contents were ely insured. As
the number of buildings that an institution owns-increases, the
financial loss due to damage or, destruction of any one building
becomes less severe. -However, students must still.be transferred
to other facilities (probably less suitable ones) until such time

4
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as the board could acquire assets to rebuild. While the proba-
bility for suffering loss increases with the number of facili-
ties, the actual probability that an institution will be unable
too provide instruction decreases. Thus, small institutions with
few buildings have the greater risk, while large ones with many
buildings.have a smaller risk.

Types of hazards and coverage available. Fire -- whether
`ignited by arson, electrical defects, stored chemicals, light-
ning, or other causes--is the most obvious hazard to facilities.
Other perils include damage by wi0d, hall, falling trees, explo-
sion, riot, civil commotion, vandalism, aircraft, vehicles,
smoke, and water damage. Less probable are damage by earthquake,
floods, or land subsidence(due to subterranean mines or geologic
activity).

In considering types of hazards you need to insure against,
you need to consider the likelihood of that hazard occurring. As
the possibility that a building will suffer a specific peril
decreases, the cost of insurance to guard against that peril
decreases. Forexample, old buildings are more prone to fire
loss than newer ones. Such items as electrical wiring, boilers,
and the general construction of modern schools favor the odds
that there will not be a fire in.the-newer building. The odds of
there being a fire are against the older building. Thus, the
coverage selected should consider the probability that a specific
building in a specific loCation Will suffer damage from one or
more of the given perils. The best advice on this matter will
come from the insurance companies themselvts, which have histori-
cal records of claims for different kinds of buildings in your
area within the various peril categories.

Other specific types of coverages for buildings and their
contents might be advisable if the board considers the risk of
covering a sudden loss too great to bear alone. Coverage is
available for boilers, furnacesair ,compressors,-' water tanks,
refrigeration units; air conditioners, and other stationary
machinery. Actually, boiler insurance constitutes true risk
management since most of the premium revenue is devoted to safety
inspections and instruction designed to prevent, rather than
compensate for, cataclysmic .explosions and equipment damage.

breakage insurance is also available, but if the breakage
rate is high, the insurance rate will also be high. Many schools
have chosen instead to install break-resistant glass or plastic
windows. Also available are "floater" coverages (scimetimes
known by the obsolete term, "inland marine insurance") that
o(over movable items, such as athletic or audiovisual equipment,
wherever they may be located.

For the convenience of administrators, state agencies or
insuranceinderwriters have often prepared standardized policies
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offering a package of the coverages most often required. These'
packages are known-as Public Institution Policies (PIP) or Stan-
dard Multiperil Policies (SMP). They constitute a good baseline
from which to calculate policy costs or additional insurance
needs, and usually are based on the preferred rates earned by
safe, well-supervised schools and colleges;..

1,1

. Estimating the, value of insured assets. The amount of
insurance coverage purchased is based upon the insurable value
the building and its contents. The insurable value equals the
replacement value at, current. prices ("current" when the insur-
ance is purchased), less the cost of uninsurable (and-usually,
indestructible) items such as foundations or undergrodnC1 pipes
and wiring. The insurable value'is determined based on an
appraisal done by'a professional appraiser, an architect, or a
qualified contractor. Insurance companies should .be consulted in
the process of determining` the appraised value, since .they must
ultimately accept the -accuracy Of the appraisal when the policy.,
is written.

The appraisal of the building is kept separate from the
appraisal of the contents, whibh'probably will insured at a

building are classified as part of the structure however, and
higher rate. Equipment and other items that arebuilt into the

qualify for the lower rate. Their value can usually bereadily
assessed from inventory re o

Duplicat copie of ,the inventory the building should
also'be maintained-in the central office, not only in the build-
ing that is being insured. This will guard against the possi-
bility of losing the inventory with the building should it be
destroyed. Building inventories should be updated annually or
whenever substantial additions are made to the contents of the
building.

Liability Insurance

Liability insurance progects the board, administration,
instructors, and other employees from claims against,them result-
ing from ,torts,that is,.acts of negligence or malpractice. Some
states. have held that schools'and_ plleges are immune from liabil-
ity; however, the recent trend of court rulings has been to
increase institutional responsibility for property damage and
personal injury arising from negligence.

A tort is defined as an act or an omission under the la'
that is related to the harm ,or injury another person suffers. .A

tort indicates that a wrong has been done by one party to another
under obligations imposed by-law (i.e., an institution is con-
sidered to hold a responsible relationship to the public for the
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care of their students). In 'addition to accidents, which may
result from acts of negligence, incompetence, or omission in
doing one's duty, there Are willful acts of commiiiallEat are -

also considered torts. These latter include assault and battery
on a student, and libel or slander (untrde, defamatory comments ,

outside of privileged communication circumstances). Libel
describes such comments when made in writing; slander describes
spoken comments.

Types of hazards and coverage available. Liability, as it
affects education personnel, means that a person has an obliga-
tion to be responsible for the well -being of studOnts during
activities sponsored by.the institution. For exatple, instruc-
tors are liable for the safety of students in their shops,
Clinics, or laboratories. If an .accident occurs and instructors
are found liable, they could be held responsible for paying any
damages that result from the accident.

The two types of insurance that are normally purchased to
cover an institution's liability risks are general and vehicle.
General liability insurance covers such claims as injury from
accidents resulting from negligence on the part of instructors
and other institutional employees acting within the scope of
their employment. However, tfils type of insurance does not cover
employees of.the institution who may-themselves be injured as a
result of negligence.

This latter type of protection is provided under worker's
compensation insurance. Laws in every state provide for some
type of worker's compensation plan that covers both the cost of
treatment Dor work-related injuries as well as a stated percent-
age, often-60%-70%, of the wages that are lost. The insurance
may be underwritten by either a private firm or a state agency --
depending on state law--with the premiums paid by institution/
employer. Worker's compensation is a valuable supplement to the
usual sick leave fringe benefit. It benefits the institution
also by fixing the limit of claims, therefore keeping premiums
stable and rather low, and by precluding litigation that would
otherwise be needed to establish negligence and liability.

Vehicle liability insurance covers accidents resulting from
negligence on the part of school.employees while they are driv-
ing a vehicle within the scope of their employment. (Fleet rates
and coverage often are available if the school operates five or
more vehicles.) Individual instructors who routinely use their
automobile's to transport students should also consider'securing
additional coverage on their own policies-. This would cover a
situation in which there is some doubt concerning whether an
accident occurred during the scope of one's employment or in
the conduct of one's personal business. Cooperative education

--+IS
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teachers find; themselves in this situation as they work with
students both during and-after school hours and on weekends.

Estimating_ cost of risky activities. In the case of casu-
alty insurance, the task of assessing the value of property to be
covered was straightforward. Such is not the case for liability
coverage. Perhaps you should think first of the more common
example of automobile liability coverage. In'the first place,
the state often requires that all motorists maintain a minimum

aAmount.(e 0,0, 50/200), providing maximum payment of $50,000 to
any dne claimant, and/or a total of $200,000 to all claimants for
damage and/or injury arising from a single accident. If, a motor-
ist. operates a vehicle likely to cause grievous harm to others
(e.g., a large semi -truck or cement mixer) or to its own occu-
pants (e.g., a van or bus) in the eventof an accident, he/she
would wisely choose to increase this coverage. Likewise, this
motorist might opt for more protection if judges and juries in
his/her locality had recently been generally deciding in favor of
injured parties, and awarding high dollar settlements to them.
The higher coverage options (100/300, 200/500, gtc.) usually do
no cost proportionally more.

The same principle for determining extent of coverage
applies to other types of activities that should be protected
from liability claims. YOur decisions should be based on two
factors: (1) the nature of actions required of institutional
faculty and administrators, in terms of theil likelihood of
resulting in mishap, offense, or malpractice, and (2) the sever-
ity of the damage that might result, whether to property, health,
reputation, or psychological well-being. (Consider the case of
plastic surgeons and anesthesiologists. Because they incur more
risk in the course of their practice than do, for example, veter-
inarians or optometrists, they generally carry more insurance
coverage.)

There is another related area that deserves some attention.
Surety, bonding is a means of protecting the institution against
erroneous or criminal performance of duties by those Officials
involved with monetary transactions. That is, Ihe'institution's
accountants, purchasing agents, bursar /cashiers, payroll clerks,
and so on, are "insured" so that if there is loss, misappropri-
ation/ or embezzlement of funds, the institution is reimbursed
for this loss. The sizeof the-bond,will be based on both the
-amount of money handled and the opportunity for loss available
to the incumbent of a given position. (Armored truck couriers
clearlyneed more bonding protection than, does the cashier at the
institution's snack shop.)

Surety bonding should be combined with other types of
.crime insurance" in order to provide comprehensive protection

against burglary, robbery, and mysterious disappearance as well

I
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as embezzlement, loss, and pilferage. If the same insurance firm
underwrites both the bond and the crime coverage, then the insti-
tution need only prove it suffereda loss. Otherwise, the two
qnsurance carriers could dispute whether the loss was caused by
'"inside" or "outside" perpetrators.

Alternatives to Commercial Providers
of Insurance Coverage

Unlike individuarpitizens or-owners of small businesses,
administrators of public institutions have several options from
which to choose beside the usual private, for profit, commer-
cial insurance firms relpresented by local agents. Of course,
these conventional underwriters might prove to be the most
satisfactory in most cases, but you should be at least aware of
the alternatives that might be available to you in your state.

The first of these is a state property insurance fund.
As of 1976, five states4 had established these. These funds
cover the facilities of state, county, and local governments
(e.g., court house's, city halls, libraries, hospitals) as well
as schools and colleges. With the amount Of reserves and the
costs of administration limited by law (the latter at 5%-10% of
the total premium income),,these funds have been fdund to offer
equivalent protection and service at a cost of only 50%-70% of
the premiums charged by commercial companies.

SimIlar.discounts can be achieved by consortial purchasing
of insurance. Under this arrangement, many or all similar insti-
tutions (e a all of the colleges in a state, or all the public

,,schools in a county) can negotiate as a consortium with a com-
mercial insurance carrier--or; in fact, with a comparable consor-
tiQm of insurance firms themselves. By offering stability-and a
large financial base, this ,institutional consortium can attract
lower premiums by simplifying the administrative arrangements and
reducing the sales efforts required of the underwriters.

A third choice that might surprise some people is the option
of having no insurance, or at feast, no insurance per se involv-
ing a written policy and the payment of premiums to a second
party. If an institution is large enough and old enough, it
might have- accumulated Sufgj.cient capital reserves to allow it
to absorb occasional losses. Because these reserves are often

Dakota, and
Wisconsin, according to Richard Brow Jr. in "Isn't It Time to
4. Alabama, North Carol'nar South Claolina, Not,01'

Turn Insurance Dollars into Instructional Dollars?" Jowl of
Educational Finance. 1 (Winter 1976): 391-396.
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invested and,- thus, earn revenue, this practice constitutes a
double-barreled savings strategy. This arrangagent is known-
as "self-insurance," and can be developed ad aff-institution
matures by annually appropriating some funds to cover certain
types of low, acceptable, or predictable losses, Few institu-
tions are entirely self-insured, but many can benefit by using
this strategy as much as is practical.

A fourth way, albeit one requiring a great deal'of faith in
politicians or voters, is to expect that uninsured losses will'be
replaced by revenue from bond issues, building levies,""or legis-
lative capital appropriations. This practice is sometimes jus- -A

tified based on the savings realized from not paying insurance
premiums (a portion of which becomes the profit for the insurance
carriers).

In'the event that insurance is purchased from private.car-
riers, the proced4res for developing specifications, soliciting
price quotations, and selecting vendors are basically the same as
those followed in purchasing supplies and equipment. Insurance
is usually one of those major, long-term, and sensitive transac-
tions that requires board approval, followihg administrative
deliberation of the alternatives and the presentation of a recom-
mendation to the,board.

One important difference is that competitivedealed bidding
is not generally used.to determine the optiTum price. Rather, it
is a common practice for institutions to purchase insurance from
local agents using.written quotations. One rationale for this
seemingly inconsistent practice is that the board wishes to keep
its funds in the hands of local agents rather than risk awarding
contracts tp low bidders from outside the district or service
area.. While it is generally true thata good portion of the
support for institutions comes'from the entire state, and that
they have no obligation to favor local agents, there is still
persuasion from local sources to keep the business-there, using
the justification that better service will be provided to the
school. One means Of resolving the issue is to seek bids (see
sample 10) from a local group of insurance companies, who agree
to divide commissions in proportion to the coverage each pro-
vides. The bids may be informal or formal--as the board wishes---
so'long as there are assurances-that the best coverage will be ,
provided at the least cost to the institution and taxpayers.

Another rationale for waiving formal bidding rests on the
assumption that insurance rates are not allowed to vary that much
anyway. Institutional rates for insurance are usually determined
under educational institution schedules that have been developed
by.rating bureau& and'approved by state or regional coNissions.
For ex le, the rate for fire insurance takes into account
skether the building is fire resistive or nonresistive, its
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SAMPLE 10
-,e *"'ATZ' ,

INVITATION FOR INSURANCE BIDS

ANYTOWN-VOCATIONAL SCHOOL
123 Main Street
Plartown, USA 54321

r
1. The Board of Education of Any cationil School will receive'bids Tor

district insurance coverage wn. Bids must be submitted before,
2:0b p.m. on February 29, 199 b Bids will be opened at-2:00 p.m:, c

February 29, 1999. All bids must be sealed and clearly identified on the
putside of the envelope as "Insurance

% ;9

2. Basic coverage.desired is as follows:
,

.

A. Building and Content Insurance

B. General Public Liability
C. Vehicle Insurance
D. Boiler and Machinery
E. Fidelity Bond and Blanket Honesty
F. Worker's Compensation -,.-- .-

G. All Risk Inland Marine 2." -4' 77
..

H. Umbrella Policy :,1 , - -4::.- ,..;,._::i.,y.
%. . -, ., 4..- 1,.r ' .!;!: ,

3. An addition to the above basic coverage, alternate coverage descri
.elsewhere in this invitation will- be considered., J--. , .04,-

,.

.!W-.: ,..t,tv,: _ - ,,. ,
4. idding companies must have a minimum Bet!,:ifRating of W1.1-:--:-

,
..-.; ,-," -,-.- -,,,

5 All policies must be nonasaessable. ., , ,; ,..,-.

..I

a
.

-

b: Coverages requested are to be provided by ns of the Standard Multiperil
Policy, said Policy (package) to include a many of the individual cover-,
ages as possible. ...- .

)

.

7. The Board of Education reserves the tght .to,reject-any or all bids, and
right to award the bid(s) to the agency(s) whose proposal(s);in the

op n of the board, best meet the needs .of the district.

8. Bids shou#A be submitted on the forms provided. Bid should be liased Jan

an annual premiuM,.with the understanding that it is the intent of the
insured to maintain the insurance Ap force for a three (3)-year period. a
Bidding companies to guarantee bid Premium for first .year,

A - A .
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location in Ag-community, the quality of the fire department and
water supply, and the experience record of losses for the class
of risk. In some cases, conditions :within the building lincrease
the risk of fire. If these are corrected, some premium discounts
can' be allowed because of the reduction of the#ridk. While
certain changes that reduce risks may be costly, the increased
safety to students within the building usually makes them neces-.
sary, even though the premium savings will nob recover the cost
for several years. .

Periodic Review of Protection

Like so many other areas of administrative practice, the
provision'of insurance coverageshould also be evaluated and
revised at planned intervals, and at other times when new needs
are recognized. An obvious reason to reexamine the amount 'of
'insurance in force is that an institution is alwa s making new c,
purchaSes. In addition, its curre'n't property ch ges in value
(equipment and supplies usually depreciate or de eriorate,

,

whereas buildings, often appreciate or, at least, their replace-
ment cost will rise).

In the case of liability protection, certain types of acci-
dents might become more prevalent, or new kinds oi malpractice or
other torts might come to be recognized .more often-by4the courts.
Earlier, this information sheet presented information About the
effect of rising court settlements to injured of aggrXeved par-
ties. Moreover, the immunity from litigation formerly granted to

-- public officials is gradually being revoked by legislation, and
this needs to be taken into account when insurance requirements
are reviewed.

Also, actions that reduce the chance of loss might also
have been taken. In many institutions, driver sa ety programs
have been implemented; fire protectiOn equipment h

%
s'been

upgraded; school or campus security forces have been employed;
anti-intrusion devices have been installed; field trip or shop
procedures have been revised; or similar measures have been
taken that either theoretically or empirically have the effect
of ieducie casualties to'persons or property.

The imporrit/POITIt is that, because of these changes, your
reviewe must be periodic, preplanned, and thorough, involving
persons with the necessary expertiSe. The adoption of this and
the practices presented earlier should go far ,to provide the pro-
tection from loss of funds and property that the public deserves.
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114:ililli iitrilasEiit:P:ciEisii:EiutE:
.

1 m:;:n insurance for his/her educational institution.
ILAxfivit, 1 Befole the interview takes place, you -should prepare
Nommo a list of questions you, wish to have answered, such

as the'folloWing:

Who in'the institution is involved "in the
insurance selection ptoc ? Wh

What types of insuranc do they consider?
What sources?

What criteria do they use to evaluate the
various insurance oggi9ns?

o

What problems have they encountered relative
to insurance? How were these resolved?
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The f lowing-"Case Study" describes theprocesS used
by a cational education administiatUr in developing
an in urance plan for his institution. Read the sit-
uatio , and critiqub in writing the performance of
the administrator described.

CASE ;TUDY

Dr. Carlos Ortega pecame the vocational education director
of High City High Schoelt two yearS ago, on the eve-of the con-
struction and equipping, of a multi-million dollar. vocational
education wing of the main school building. Because of hds

"experience in business affairs, and because so many of the school
district'-s assets are now related to the vocational area, he was
asked by Dr. Christina Schroeder, the disttict superintendent, to
recommend for the board of education,a-comprehensive insurance
protection package.'

In spite of the press of his other duties, Dr. 'Ortega
began work on this assignment right away and,asked-for theaid'of
the assistant superintendent for business, Glenna Rasor. She
assisted him by providing available inventories of equipment and
construction data on all the district's buildings., and by direct-
ing him to sources of related.data. Together, they.also examined
institutional safety records for reports of such occurrences as
vehicle accidents, shop injuries, and fires. Dr. Ortega also
studied lab, shop, and fieldtrip procedure cooperative educe=
otion and work/study agreements; patterns of vehicle use; main-
tenance procedures; recent renovations involVing burglar alarms
and sprinkler syStems; and the eMployment screening records of
all personnel who handle institutional funds in any way.

For part ofthis researc Dr. Ortega was assisted by a teams
of three individuals hired by the district at his and Ms. Rasor's \
suggestion. The team included a real estate appraiser, an:
insurance professor from the state university,, and an attorney
specializing in civil cases.

Based on their analysis of the data he had accumulated,
Dr. Ortega drafted a report for Dr. Schroeder, listing several
forms of coverage and his estimates of the cost of each alterna-
tive. After he and Dr. Schri)eder had reviewed their various
choices,Ahey selected the apparent best means to provide the,

di
protectiia ne ded. At that point, Dr. Ortega prepared the finial
recommendati for her/to present to the board. The major pro -%
visions were ese: (1) commercial insurance for equipment, \
general public liability, professional malpractice for faculty
and staff, and bonding for key fiscal employees; (2) worker's
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compensation to be provided. by the state -f urided plank and
(3) "self-insurance," using the institution's reserve funds?

. for buildings.

.0,

4

Once the,board approved the plan, Dr tega continued to
work with the purchasing office to overs the advertising,for
bids for the commercial part of. the insur ce package. When the
bias'were received, he and the university professor/c nsultant
compared them and recommended that a large firm from he state
capital, the low bidder by about three percent, be se ected as
underwriter. domever, the board instead chose to con ract with
the second lowest bidder, a consortium of local agenc es orga-
nised by the presidentof the county's chapter of an insurance .
professional association (who had also been a member of the
school board five years ago).

Afte the ,board meeting, Dr. Schroeder publicly thanked
Dr. Ortega for his efforts,. which had by now taken about four,
months to complete. Be'aming with pride at this compliment, he
nevertheless wished to himself that neither he nor anyone else on
the adTinistrative team would have to look at another insurance
policy for the next ter years. Now he had to get back to work
on plans pftt.hat new agricultural mechanics-building and its
$200,000 worth of machine tools. ,

.

r

o
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Compare your completed written critique of the "Case
Study"'with the "Model Critique" given below. Your
response need not exactly duplicate the model
response; however, you.should have covered the same
major points.

''MODELCRITIQUE

The ca-se study describes what is practically a "textbook
case" of how to go about providing good insurance coverage.
Dr. Ortega worked-from the beginning with appropriate fellow
administrators and solicited the services of not just one, but
three insurance consultants. He assembled data on the ,value of
the school district's property, and the nature and likelihood of
such risks as motor accidents, shop injury, or fire; and he exam-
ined those situations in which lawsuits might be brought against
the school or its culty and staff.

The final ackage that he and Dr. Schroeder developed drew
-on diverse res urces for protection. They didn't put all theit-
"eggs" (risks) into one "basket" (insurer), and they chose to
save some premiums by using institutional reserve funds to pro-
tect agaidtt fairly unlikely losses to their real estate. How-
ever, vehicle insurance, both collision and liability, seems to

"have been omitted. Also,ythey cp.gld have opted for the cost of
professional malpracticedrinsurance to have been borne, at least
in part, by the faculty and stOff-3persons themselves. Not only
would that save the district money, but it could also be argued
that the board does not have a full "insurable interest" in
claims brought against individuals.

Perhaps the bidding process did not need to have beep as
formal as the one they used, but it certainly'followed the prin-
ciples of fairness, consistency, and objectivity. The fact that
the.board did ndt:follow the recommendation of Dr. Ortega and the
consultant is not that surprising, nor is it irresponsible; The
difference, after all, was only three'percent. Further, it could
.be argued that the slightly higher cost of selecting a local
insurer will be offset by better service, more frequent contact
with the agents, lower cost of pursuing claims, and continued
good relations with local citizens.

Of course, someone in the administration will need to be
.concerned with insurance matters before the dSETa is over. Per-
haps the analysis will not take as much time as Dr. Ortega had

.

to devote this first time, but a review, at two-: or three-year
,intervals (plus an appraisal and adding of that nee ag mechanics
building and its equipment) willbe needed to'ensure that both
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the amount of insurance in force and the cost of coverage remain
appropriate to changing conditions.

ti

Level of Performance: Your* completed written critique should
have covered the same major points as the "Model Critique." If

you missed some points, or have questions about any additional
points you made, review the material in the informatioil sheet,
"Selecting the Proper Amount, Type, and Carrier of Insurance,"
pp. 63-72, or.check with your resource person if necessary.,

,
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If

LeaininCNierience IV

FINAL'EX.PERIENCE

7

s;4",' 4
While working ins-an actual administrative
ation, manage 'the purchase of equipmentisupplies,
and ,insurance:*

Activity Ap part of your administrative responsibility',
manage the purchase of equipment ',' supplies;; and

N
insurance for i:vocational - eduCation institution
or program. This will include-7, vw:

4 1

., , - .... -;;,..*:17,4,e, , ,:,..-,i',7:?1;-
1'
_ ,

.'.'.-
.-developing institutional/prqgram putaila6ing-

... pol1cy documents :.,'-.4:4z, ':;--,6(,--::'' q&fite: _ -,,-'.

; ,:.4114.:11 ;,-;',W.-..."'-'7.-- ,.

s-' deSigning

Se uring prOteation-agains --.CIaipisaRgvii...7. ..;:;,

ides
. -

....-7,-,

'''--,-- .-:..-r

.

. -..--*0,-.... l''''ge. ....,:.k

4.t.t.:,, ,-744......-. - ;!' ,
--..

( property losses , .1..,.
4 . a - . 4 .. . 4174 4.?../o '4,' s' '4,"4 1 ' t %Zth ,P

<e449: !:;.
NOTE: A you complete
ties, do ument your -activkqei

.

writin g ;011it:72
tape , thr ugh 'a log')

.

for 'asgeisitirit,Mur s7p41,"
s- '

A

,,

e,
..:--- -,.... , ,14.;: _tri, ,,..?!. Y,'

9.,..i., --

- ,.

-..,...t- 4.a4....,:.4,-4.4.1;&,-,-:--
continued

*If you are not currently working in an actual administrative -

situatioa, this learning experience may be deferred, with the
approval of your resource person, until you have access to an
actual administrative situation.
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FINAL EXPERIENCE continued
.-..*:---4-n------%.7.--07.1.7117-7747-'"

:"
"' rvli,

, r :,,,t, "4
, r I ,;' .:-.7.'-itl.2-... . i.,
w.: , - WA'

.....5.07.1.-01,.
." ... ,

1, `1,4,

': - -

,, ,x-1 ,

0'.. ..",,, e'T ' ..'"'
'A. s." 7).1 74V7=;17.''' .4.' ' -'k...47',,^ ,i'4N. 4.?*, 14`4, erAtk% Z
sl,-,,.- Al,v10:2,.--^, 1.2.,,-,:r!`7",/,

. , A - 0,.
s .. ,r ;.44,-v P., - _

140,-' ': ,r.

Arrange to have your resource person review any
products developed under your leadrship,and. the'
documentation of your activitiesIf possible, -:
arrange to have your resource person,obserVe:One
instance in which you work with." nstructoks4nd/or
other administrators,to manage purchasin0activi-

-;,- .
,,,,-

ties. -- .
, ..

- ,. ,-, -{
,,.. -,...1r

:-+.41./431:
' ''';;:::,.. , :

Your total competency willAie assessed by:your,:,..
resource person, ,using the':"AdminiStratorIserfor-
mance' Assessment ,Form," pp..,,,8.1-84.

-,,:e, :-.4K,,,.!: ,,,,:

Based upon the criteria specified-in.this:assess-
ment instrument,_your resource person will'Aeter-
mine whether you are competent in':-managing, the
purchase of equipment, supplies, andinsurance.

, - ,
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Name

Date

ADMINISTRATOR PERFORMANCE ASS SSMENT FORM

Manage the Purchase of Equipment;
Supplies, and Insurance

Directions: Indicate thelevel of the administrator's accom-
gliEEEby placing an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL
OF PERFORMANCE heading. If, because of special circumstances, a
perfOrmance component was not applicable, or impossible to exe-..
cute, place an X in the N/A box.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

thethe
90°` to ceo 00**'

In preparing purchasing policies and
procedures, the administrator:

1. described the roles ,of key per-
sons involved in purchaiing 0 0 Li

2. ensured that the policiei-And
procedures were consistent with
other' institutional policy state-
ments, as well as with the gen-
eral mission and objectives of
the institution 0

3. solicited and incorporated in'for- 144
mation and comments from other -
stiff members involved in busi-
ness transactions P 0 0, 0

4. secured legal advice to ensure
that institutional policies and
procedures conformed with'appli-
cable laws and usual business
practice

81
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5. secured the necessary appr val
from board or appropriat offi-
cials

.5. 'provided copies pf the policy and
14.procedure documents to those per-

sons mentioned therein, and made
copie's available to other inter,
ested perpons

In establishing control over purchases,
the administrator completed each of

.the following tasks, or ensured their
completion by others:

7. prepared, reyised, and/or made
available needed forms

8. required that a 1 requisitions
be directed to ne purchasing
office, which alone was autho-
rized to %issue purchase orders

9. checked all requisitions against
budget limitations before issuing
purchase orders

10. submitted all requisitions for
items exceeding a certain value
or certain useful life for
approval at the appropriate level.

11. dd'veloped specifications for
items or services, in conjunc-.
tion with the user, before seek-
ing price estimates

12'. sought sealed, competitive bids,
when required by law, policy, or
by. the significance of the pur-
chase' 400

82
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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13. maintained proper ethical
standards in relationships with
vendors

14. issued. purchase orders and encum-
bered fundssimultaneodsly

In following through on purchases-, 'the
administrator completed each of the
following tasks, or ensured their com-
letion byothers;

15. maintained a "suspense f or
other system for dhe ng with
vendors or suppl i'ers on overde
deliveries

16. provided the person in charge of
receiving with a copy of expected
shipments ane.associated instruc-
tions

17. secured reports from the receiv-
ing person so as to initiate
payments

t
18. distributed purchased items to

requestor or to warehouse

19. recorded purchases on-invory
records .'

In arranging for insurance coverage,
the administrator completed each' of
the following tasks, or ensured their
com letion by others:

20. etermined in which areas the
institution had a legal, *insur-
able interest" in the possible
losses

83
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LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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21. identified the value of certain
types of property and the risk of
loss for each type...,.

1

22. estimated and compared the cost
of various methods of insuring
against risks

23. perodically reviewed'insurance
costs, in rance losses, and
property alue changes, and
adjuste coverage appropriately

LEVEL 0 EIIFORAANCE

*0'

LeVellpf Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or
EXCELLENT responses. If any item receives-a NONE, POORIor FAIR

-response, the administrator and resource personcshould.meet to
determine what additional activities the administrator needs ,to

complete in order to reach competency in the weak ava(s).

4.
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).,. Y-BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ADI1VNISTRATOR

,

MODULE SERIES
-, ... , ,

#'
''s..

.- . -
t

Order No. (-- Module Title . r .
.e

''' LT 58B1 ' *Orgaoize and Work with a Local Vocational Education Advisory Council
LT 58B-2 Supef)/ise Vocational Education Personnel e ..

LT 588-3 Appraise the Personnel Development Needs of Vocational Teachers
LT58B-54 Establish i tudent Placement Service and Coordinate Follow-up Studies
LT,58B-.5 . Develop Lok Plans for Vocational Education: Part I
-LT 58B-6 Develop Local lansior Vocational Education: Part II
LT 58B-7 Direct Curricu!AJm Development

,Li 58B-8 Guide the Devloment and lenprovement of Instruction
LT 5813:9 Promote tike Vocational- Education Program .
LT 58B-1Q Direct Program Evaluation
LT 58B-11° Manage Student Recruitment and Admissions

-LT 58B-12 Provide a Staff Dev,elopment Program
LT 588-13 Prepare Vocational Education Budgets
LT 58B-14 Manage the Purchase of Equipment, Supplies, and Insurance
LT 588-15 Evaluate Staff Performance .

.. 4

LT 588-16 Manage Vocational Buildingsand Eqtiipment
4

Additional modules are being developed through the Consortium for the Development of
Professional Materials for Vocational Education. The ConsortiUm is supported by the
following member states: Florida, Illinois1, Ohio, New York, North Carolina, and
Pennsylvania. .

RELATED MATERIALS

LT 58A Guide to Using Conipetency-Based Vocational EdUcation Adminifirator
Materials

RD 141 The Identification and National Verification of Competencies Important
to Secondey and Post-Secondary Administrators of Vocational Education

RD 142 The, Development of Competency-Based Instructional Materials for the
Preparation of Local Administrators of Secondary and Post-Secondary
Vocational Education

For information regarding availability and prices of these materials contact

Program Information Office,
The National Center for Research .

in Vocational Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio . 43210,
(614) 486-3655
(800) 848-4825

k

'the Ohio State,UnIversiiy
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